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all day

EUROBIKE AWARD 2011 Prize-
winning products presentation. 
Foyer West

EUROBIKE VISION aerodynamic 
bicycle construction. Foyer West

STARS ON STAGE 4-seasons.
TV, live on stage every hour. 
Foyer West

VICTOR DEL CORRAL  
Cross Triathlon european 
champion at Viner. A1-408

11:00

EUROBIKE FASHION SHOW 
The latest colors, trends and new 
functions. Foyer East

BIKE–FIT FOR FUTURE 
CONFERENCE Velodata hosts 
german-only discussion of 
electronic cash register devices.
Room Rome, Conference 

Center East

CORRATEC—GERMAN 
DESIGN & ENGINEERING  
with konrad irlbacher, Luca burzio 
and florian knebel.  
Hall B1-300

11:15

ANDY & FRANK SCHLECK Tour 
de france stars sign autographs 
with teammate Jens Voigt. 
Schwalbe, Hall A5-300

Lake. Entrance West

media-only events

10:00

VANMOOF Room Paris, 

Conference Center East

11:00

DAHON Room Liechtenstein, 

Conference Center West

12:00

LIMAR Presentation Party 
B2-100

13:00

“GREENER BIKING, GREENER 
CITY” TaiTra press conference. 
Room Berlin, Conference 

Center East

14:00

BMC PRESS CONFERENCE 
WITH CADEL EVANS

Tour de france winner discusses 
his victory. autographs and 
personal interviews to follow. 
BMC, B3-202

18:00

IXS 10TH ANNIVERSARY 
DOWNHILL CUP Chill out with 
beer and Cuba libres.  
FG-B8/3

event guide

WHat's on today
13:00 

IXS AUTOGRAPH SESSION 
with darren berrecloth, richie 
schley, Hans “noway” rey and 
andi wittmann. Hall B3-100/101

14:00

EUROBIKE FASHION SHOW 
The latest colors, trends and new 
functions. Foyer East

MORE COURAGE FOR 
BICYCLES, MR. MAYOR! Vsf’s 
albert Herresthal on lobbying 
for bicycle traffic improvements 
(german-only). 
Room Prague, Foyer East

15:00

CORRATEC—GERMAN 
DESIGN & ENGINEERING 
konrad irlbacher, Luca burzio and 
florian knebel. Hall B1-300

15:15

DAHON FASHION IMPULSE 
eurobike show stage. Foyer East

16:00

EUROBIKE FASHION SHOW 
The latest colors, trends and new 
functions. Foyer East

18:00

TERN. HERE. NOW. KICKOFF 
fashion show stage. Foyer East

EUROBIKE LAKE JUMP Messe 
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sWiss miss
strong fr anc plays Havoc 
WitH sWiss firms’ eXports

MTb Cycletech, one of the first swiss 
mountain bike brands, is halting sales 
in germany because it has to lower 
prices so much it can’t make a profit 
there.

“This is a response to dramatic 
changes in the exchange rate of the 
swiss currency, which have made 
exports into the eu and elsewhere as 
much as 35 percent more expensive 
over only a few months, without gen-
erating extra profits for the exporter,” 
said florian schlumpf, the founder 
and CeO of schlumpf innovations.
His company’s products will soon be 
assembled by Haberstock Mobility, an 
engineering company in Lauchringen, 
germany, close to the swiss border.

schlumpf said his swiss factory is 
operating at capacity. “it cannot be 
expanded beyond present capacity, 

which is needed to accommodate 
the growing popularity of schlumpf 
gearing systems, especially in new 
applications such as e-bikes,” he said.

spinning off assembly to Haberstock 
Mobility will allow schlumpf to focus 
more on research and development. 
Haberstock will begin assembling 
schlumpf’s Mountain drive, speed 
drive and High-speed drive on nov. 
1. The german company is involved 
in prototyping and manufacturing 
automotive components. 

for MTb Cycletech, the decision to 
quit germany carries drawbacks.

“believe me, it was a tough decision. 
but due to the strong swiss franc, 
we could not make any profit in the 
german market,” said george Mer-
ahtzakis, managing director of Velo.

com, which owns MTb Cycletech.

He said the move would help protect 
dealers in the company’s home 
market.

“Customers went to germany to buy 
their MTb Cycletech, or they showed 
up with our german price list that they 
downloaded from the internet and 
wanted to pay in euros,” Merahtzakis 
said.

“from now on, european MTb 
Cycletech sales will be only done 
directly from switzerland. and it 
doesn’t matter what the exchange 

rate is—customers will have to pay in 
swiss francs,” he added.

Merahtzakis noted that the sky-high 
swiss currency is affecting the entire 
swiss economy, not just the bicycle 
industry.

“To give you an idea what we are 
talking about, currently you can 
buy an audi a6 for half of the price 
in germany than in switzerland,” 
Merahtzakis said. “swiss customers 
buying their audi in germany can 
easily save 50,000 euros.” 

One year ago, you got 1.3 swiss 
francs for 1 euro. earlier this month, 
the exchange rate was nearly 1 for 1.

Over the last three weeks, the franc 
has weakened against the euro and 
yesterday stood at 1.17 francs to 
one euro. but swiss officials are still 
nervous.

 “i don’t see any chance for us to 
do any sales outside of switzerland, 
instead of going direct,” Merahtzakis 
said. “Then not only are we on the 
safe side, but we can protect our 
valuable home-country dealers.”

■ JB

The Swiss financial system is one of the world’s 

strongest—and that’s bad news for Swiss companies. 

The skyrocketing Swiss franc has cost them dearly. 

Schlumpf Innovations, a pioneer in making planetary 

gear cranksets, is moving its assembly and servicing 

operations from Switzerland to Germany.

florian scHlumpf (left) 
WitH rolf HaBerstock, gm of 

HaBerstock moBility. 
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voX pop

are 29ers Here to stay?
eamonn 
marrey
oWner, 
m arrey 
Bikes, 
BallinroBe, 
ireland

I think people are 
intrigued by them! I think they 
are the way forward. 

a lot of the big brands at the moment 
are bringing in 29ers. Manufacturers 
are also developing components 
specifically for them.

Weer asak 
young-
cHar-
ern
gener al 
m anager, 
Bike station 
co. limited, 
Bangkok, tHailand

I think it’s going to be the next 
big thing. However it has not 
really reached Thailand yet.

i expect it is only a matter of time 
before some try it. it will all depend on 

global market trends.

kiang 
cHen
taiWan

I think it is 
already popular 
in the United States 
and many European countries 
but it is still new to Asia and 
needs more time to become 
established.

andreas 
appel

pedalWerk, 
Baunatal-
altenritte, 
ger m any

I don’t know exactly, but we 
have a lot of people asking 
about these new mountain 
bikes from the USA. 

i think it is a big trend coming from 
america. in the last five months we 
have had many, many questions. i’m 

not sure if they are 
faster than 26-inch 
wheels or not. 
but it is fun 
because it gives 
the market a 
new direction.

donald 
& elizaBetH 
Holstein
oWners, alpine Bike, 
celerina, sWitzerland

Yes! For sure, they are here to 
stay. 

i look after a marathon champion and 
he has three bikes: a hardtail 26, a 
suspension 26 and 
a 29er. for many 
conditions, the 
29er is the best. 
in the past it 
was difficult to 
get high quality 
components that 
were compatible with 
the larger wheel, but now this is no 
longer the case. i think the future is 
the 29er.

anders 
stadlin
sWitzer-
land

i think it is 
natural for 
things to evolve. 
Otherwise things will 
not improve. However, personally i 
am happy with my 26-inch mountain 
bike.

JacoB 
gr atH
r adsport 
greiner, 
ger m any

i am sure they 
are ready for the 
market. They are a 
new, wonderful thing. 
Many people come to our shop and 
ask for 29ers. yes! They want them! i 
want one myself.

erik scHmauss
oWner, BiancHi 
concept store, 
municH, ger m any

yes i think they will become more 
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Pon Holdings, one of the largest 
family-owned companies in the 
netherlands, imports cars and trucks 
and owns several car and truck 
dealerships. it acquired koninklijke 
gazelle from gilde 
buy Out Partners 
two months ago as 
a means to further 
explore the mobility 
segment. 

Xeno grimmelt, a 
board member of 
gazelle, became 
interim chief executive 
of gazelle last week. 
He replaced Jeroen 
walraven, who left the 
company.

Pon Holdings’s deep 
pockets will come 
in handy to support 
gazelle’s european growth. about 80 
percent of the brand’s sales are in the 
netherlands. The company sold about 
280,000 units last year, all assembled 
at its factory in dieren, and it expects 
to reach a volume of 300,000 units 
this year, officials said.

gazelle currently 
focuses on germany, 
belgium, the united 
kingdom and france, 
and it will open a subsidiary in 

denmark early next year. 
The expansion should 
be driven partly by the 
ultra-light and improved 
XT motor that gazelle is 
launching at eurobike.

“Maximum power is 
reached very quickly, which 
makes it very suitable 
for uphill cycling,” export 
manager gijs spil said. 
“The motor is targeted at 
people who head out with 
a camper, and bring their 
bicycle along to use it in the 
mountains.” 
The company also intends 
to widen the distribution 

of the goldline range it launched last 
year in the netherlands, germany 
and belgium. inspired by an italian 
designer, this secondary range retails 
at an average price of about €2,000, 
compared with about €1,200 for 
gazelle bicycles. ■ BS

WitH neW oWners, gazelle 
prepares for eXpansion pusH

Gazelle, the Dutch bicycle maker, will dig into the vast 

coffers of Pon Holdings, its new owner, to push ahead 

with international expansion in the coming years.

gazelle eXport 
managers cor de 

Jong & giJs spil.

2H-
200 a panel of experts selected a total 

of 59 entries as prize-winners this 
year in the competition conceived 
and organized by if. The 10 most 
outstanding products also received 
a gold award. The special green 
award was presented for the 
fourth time, this time to a park and 
rental station for bicycles. all of the 
award-winning products are now on 
display at a designated area in foyer 
west. a record 430 products from 
27 countries competed for this year’s 
awards.

“The high rate of participation, which 
included virtually all the world market 
leaders, is a clear indication of what 
a solid reputation and what good 
standing this award has achieved 
in the industry,” said dirk Heidrich, 
project assistant for eurobike at 
Messe friedrichshafen.   

selected eurobike gold award 
winners include: Jd europe Compo-
nents’ agT—automatic gear shifting 
system; koga worldTraveller 29er 
travel bike; winora-staiger’s Haibike 
greed 29, a 29-inch carbon hardtail; 

biketec’s flyer Cargo-Transport 
bike, and Theo de rooij’s Tdf fluxX 
pedelec. 

also, Cycling sports group’s supersix 
eVO ult. road bike; HP Velotechnik’s 
gekko Trike recumbent three-wheeler; 
brompton bicycle’s Oratory bike 
jacket; Pearl izumi’s Octane sL iii 
racing bike shoes; and Michelin’s 
Protek Max bike inner tube. ■ TK

euroBike Honors 10 
WitH gold aWards
The delighted winners of this year’s Eurobike Awards strode 

on stage last night to collect their prizes. The awards have 

garnered a fair amount of cachet over the years and they can 

be a real boon for marketing products. 

Brompton’s Will carleysmitH 
(left) & Will Butler-adams 
accept tHe euroBike gold 

aWard for tHe oratory Jacket. 
© BW

“Camelbak is a growing and healthy 
company, but the take-over means new 
investment and fresh air,” said Massimo 
fregonese, Camelbak’s director of 
international sales and marketing.

COdi, a publicy traded company, 
acquired a majority stake in Camelbak 
last week for $257.5 million. The 
company was previously owned 
by irving Place Capital, another 
american investment fund. 

The deal fits 
with COdi’s 
strategy to 
focus on market 
leaders in specialist 
categories.

COdi has been in the bicycle business 
since 2008, when it bought a majority 
stake in fox racing shox, the suspen-
sion company. However, fregonese said 
Camelbak and fox would continue to be 

codi’s got camelBak’s Back WitH acQuisition
Camelbak managers applauded the company’s acquisition 

last week by Compass Diversified Holding (CODI), a U.S. 

private equity firm, indicating that it should trigger fresh 

investment in the hydration brand.

massimo 
fregonese.

independent entities, and their structure and 
management will remain unchanged.

Camelbak, which was launched in 
1989 and invented the hands-free 
hydration category, continued 

to expand it at eurobike with 
the introduction of a lumbar 
hydration system. it has an 
articulating reservoir that 
keeps the weight of the water 

low on the back—particularly 
suitable for mountain bikers. 

Camelbak reported sales of $122.2 million 
last year with sales in more than 50 countries 
and said it was ahead of its double-digit 
growth target for this year. ■ BS

B5-500
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ergon’s dirk stölting WitH 
one of tHe neW saddles.

a 3d saddle shell incorporates 
innovative hollowed-out areas that 
allow for more damping material in the 
seat bone areas than any saddle in 
this category, the company says. The 
saddles come with optional standard 
rails for ergon’s patent-pending 
Monolink rail system for maximum 
adjustment. ergon says it is develop-
ing saddles for other types of bikes, 
including road bikes. ■ JB

ergon launcHes neW 
ergonomic saddle line
Known for its ergonomic 

grips and pedals, Ergon is 

launching its first saddles at 

Eurobike. Called the SM 3 

Pro Carbon, the series has 

many ergonomic features 

and, the company says, was 

designed from the ground 

up. 

“now we offer ergonomic products for 
each of the three contact points the 
rider has with the bike,” said Tim wein-
garten, ergon’s marketing manager. “all 
saddles are designed and engineered 
in germany and manufactured by hand 
by selle italia in italy.” 

The sM 3 line features five mountain 
bike saddles. each model is offered 
in two sizes: s for seat bone widths 
of 10 to 13 cm, and L for seat bone 
widths of 12 to 15 cm. “all five 
saddles combine high performance 
and fit in a previously unobtainable 
way,” said dirk stölting, ergon’s head 
of design. 

B4-303

cannondale’s larry Westney 
WitH tHe neW scalpel 29er

cannondale takes its 
scalpel to 29er mtBs
How the market can change in just three years. When Can-

nondale first introduced a 29er for the 2010 season, it had 

all kinds of trouble trying to sell it. People complained the 

bike was too big and heavy, said Larry Westney, product 

marketing manager for Headshok.

This year, he said, “we have sold out 
in no time.” for 2012, Cannondale 
is releasing four versions of its 
full-suspension scalpel 29er. it has 
redesigned its scalpel geometry to 
fit the big-wheeled frame. shortening 
the wheelbase gives the bike agile 
acceleration. Cannondale uses a 
press fit bb30 bottom bracket. 

“we have our own crank, which is the 
lightest in the market,” westney said. 
The 29er scalpel frame and shock 
weigh about 1.9 kg (4.2 pounds). 
when equipped with high-end 
components, the complete bike 
weighs only 10.3 kg (22.7 pounds).
with 100mm of travel front and rear, 
the scalpel is suitable for riders from 
beginners to elite racers, westney said. 

while the european 29er market 
is healthy, westney said many 
americans remain keen on 26-inch 
hardtail bikes, because they believe 
the smaller wheel is more nimble.  
■ AZ

a6-300

nick larson WitH 
straWBerries and cream. 

crank Bros.' amanda scHaper 
WitH tHe neW 29er version of 

tHe coBalt 11 carBon WHeel.

“Here you go,” said amanda 
schaper, marketing manager. “we 
have it here at eurobike.”

The company introduced a 26-inch 
version of the Cobalt 11, its 
premium, carbon MTb wheel, earlier 
this year at sea Otter—the big u.s. 
race and consumer expo that takes 
place in april. 

schaper said the response was 
overwhelming. “everybody asked 
right away for a 29er version,” she 
said.

Just because they asked for it 
doesn’t mean they’ll be able to 
afford it. The Cobalt 11 29ers will 
cost a sweet €2,200 per pair.

■ JB

cr ank Bros. deBut 
coBalt 11 for 29ers
For everyone who asked for 

a 29-inch version of Crank 

Brothers’ Cobalt 11 wheel, 

your prayers have been 

answered.

at eurobike, Charge is stressing its 
british street cred. bikes are now 
marked with gb stickers (a request 
from the company’s Japanese 
distributor) and booth staff are 
handing passers-by punnets of 
strawberries-and-cream.

Company founder nick Larsen is a 
product designer by training. He cut 
his teeth in the bike trade with Pashley, 
a long-established british marque, and 
later founded Charge with the help of 
Hotwheels, a family-owned bMX and 
MTb distributor from Poole, on the 
southern coast of england. 

Charge was part of the deal when 
the Cycling sports group bought 
Hotwheels two years ago. it now 
benefits from the sourcing, pricing and 
marketing muscle of its siblings within 
the group, which include Cannondale, 
Mongoose and gT.

The eurobike booth, festooned 
with union Jack flags, is an english 
fairground carousel. � Cr

micro-sized cHarge 
dr aWs maJor attention
Charge Bicycles of the 

UK is small—just three 

employees—yet it has a 

cachet many bigger brands 

would die for. 

fg-a4/2

B1-301
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but bicycle retailers who want to 
carry the bikes are out of luck. 
smart plans to market its e-bike 
initially through its car dealers in 
europe and north america, the 
company said. Officials at eurobike 
said smart might include bicycle 
retailers at a later time.

why exhibit at a bicycle show? 
felix britsch, smart’s business 
developer, said the company 
wanted to gauge the industry’s 
reaction to the e-bike. The smart 
e-bike comes with a good pedigree. 
smart is developing and building 
the bike in cooperation with grace, 
a new e-bike company. grace 
is owned by Michael Hecken, a 
newcomer to the industry, and 
mountain bike legend karl-Heinz 
“kalle” nicolai.

Hecken said production would 
begin soon near berlin, grace’s 
home, and would focus on grace 
and smart e-bikes. “There will be 
around 70 people working for this 
new production facility,” he said.

After trying to shake up the automobile mobility market 

with the Smart car, the auto brand is now hoping to do 

the same with e-bikes. Smart, a subsidiary of Mercedes 

Benz, is showing its first e-bike at Eurobike. It plans to 

begin producing the bike in the first half of next year.

look But don’t sell
neW smart e-Bike is 

Just for car dealers

Company officials said an e-bike 
is a logical step for smart. "we 
at smart have been gathering 
experience of electric drives and 
the mobility needs of city dwellers 
around the world for years. The 
smart e-bike is the logical product 
of this experience and comple-
ments the smart forTwo extremely 
well,” said annette winkler, the CeO 
of smart, referring to smart’s tiny 
automobile.

it will feature a 250w motor from 
bionX, a 400 wh lithium-ion 
battery and a gates carbon drive. 
designers incorporated such 
features as an integrated usb port 
for smartphones and the ability to 
recuperate energy from braking.

The smart e-bike will retail for 
less than €2,900 in germany, the 
company said. ■ JB

one smart family (from left) feliX BritscH, 
micHael Hecken, senol Bayrak & kalle nicolai.

Hugo Davidson, the founder and CEO of Knog, is his 

usual bouncy self at the company’s Eurobike booth. But 

this year he has extra reason to be happy.

aussie government 
pays knog to make 
more ‘Hipster cysts’

The australian government recently 
awarded knog a grant worth 
aus$994,000 (€717,000) to develop 
new products.

not bad for a company known for its 
sleek designs and edgy marketing 
(which other company would name 
its puncture strips Porno Patches?)

“with the funding provided by this 
grant, we will be in a great position 
to accelerate the launch of three new 
categories of products,” davidson 
said. 

B3-504

“Our team of designers and 
engineers has been working 
tirelessly to get the first of these 
products ready for eurobike.”  

knog is best known for its frog Led 
lights covered with silicone rubber, 
now a much-copied design. The 
grant, awarded by Commercialisa-
tion australia, requires knog to put 
up matching funds. 

knog plans to use the money to 
further develop its growing line of 

bike accessories, which include 
silicone-covered locks and its 
new range of lithium lighting 
systems for commuting 

cyclists, which it is launching 
at eurobike. 

The company’s existing lights include 
usb-rechargeable Led strobes and 
Led lights that attach to clothing and 
bags via magnets. 

influential us blogger bikesnobnyC 
once described knog’s frog lights 
as “hipster cysts,” a reference to  
the fact the lights were often seen 
on the bikes of style-conscious fixie 
riders. 

knog took the ribbing in good humor 
and supplies products to bikesnob 
for use in competitions. 

■ CR

danny macaskill. 

‘danny mac’ 
eXposes sole 
at five ten
Internet sensation Danny 

MacAskill of Scotland was 

at Eurobike yesterday 

at the Five Ten booth to 

launch his signature trials 

riding shoe.

Macaskill’s 2009 video of stunt 
riding in edinburgh has had 27 
million views on youTube. five Ten 
is an american shoe brand created 
by a rock climber who developed 
a sticky sole rubber, producing 
climbing shoes first and later 
MTb shoes. The danny Macaskill 

signature shoe has a 
stiff sole, and 

thermoplastic 
polyurethane 

knog’s Hugo davidson. © CR

B1-501

heel- and toe-caps. stealth rubber 
is used on all five Ten shoes. The 
company’s tagline is ‘the brand 
of the brave’, a reference to its 
sponsored athletes who are noted 
for their daredevil skills. ■ CR

fg-
B3/1
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“when i bought 3T with other 
investors four years ago, all 
the products were completely 
redesigned,” said chief executive 
rené wiertz, “but we would like 
to underline the fact that we are 
building on the heritage of a great, 
50-year-old company.” 

3T was established in 1961 by 
Mario dedioniggi as Tecnologia 
del Tubo Torinese. The company 
officially celebrated its 50th 
birthday in Torino in May, just 
before the start of this year’s giro. 

in attendance was none other 
than francesco Moser, the italian 
champion who helped fuel 3T’s 
rise to fame in 1984 by setting 
a new hour world record using 
a “bullhorn” bar. This time he 
turned up to announce 3T’s move 
into the wheels, with the launch 
of a racing tubular wheelset. 
it features “pockets” in the rim 
sidewall that hold the head end of 
inverted, straight spokes, making 
it unnecessary to drill holes in the 
rim.

Even the food will be predominantly yellow at the 

Eurobike party of 3T tonight, to mark the golden 

and novelty-rich 50th anniversary of the Italian 

cycle components maker.

3t celeBr ates its 
50tH anniversary

3T has extended its wheelset range 
for eurobike and brought along 
another novelty: an integrated 
stem, to be fitted with wireless 
performance monitoring and navi-
gation systems. for this purpose, 
3T has sealed a partnership with 
saris, the makers of CycleOps 
bicycle computers. 

“The stem comes with an aero 
cap that may be removed to fit the 
computer,” said richard Mcainsh, 
the company’s technical director, 
who joined 3T from the ferrari 
formula One team. ■ BS

sawitzki said the next generation of 
suspension systems will be equipped 
with “all-around talent”—saying they 
will need to be stiff and light, while 
offering abundant travel for different 
rider requirements. X-fusion is 
working on system integration and 
may offer an electronic shock in the 
future. ■ AZ

dLa is a travel adjustment system that 
allows a rider to make an on-the-fly 
travel adjustment of 30mm and is 
different from a traditional lock-out 
system. 

X-fusion says dLa offers two travel 
settings, letting the rider drop the front 
end for climbing, or go to full travel for 
smooth descents. The travel adjust 
range is 140 to 110mm.

The dLa system adds only 100 grams 
to the weight of a standard fork, said 
Christoph sawitzki, the OeM sales 
manager for X-fusion europe.

X-fusion’s well-selling Vector air shock 
has been renovated by the addition 
of the new HLr damper. The rear air 
shock weighs 450 grams, or half the 
weight of a coil shock, while offering 
the same features and benefits of the 
Vector HLr Coil. Made for enduro 
and freeride applications, the Vector 
air offers durability combined with 
lightness. The shock offers easy 
access, and tool-less adjustments of 
high and low speed compression.

tHe loWdoWn on X-fusion’s 
doWn loW adJust system

X-Fusion has a long history of building high quality 

suspension systems with an attractive price-performance 

ratio. At Eurobike, X-Fusion is introducing a new technol-

ogy it calls “DLA” (for “down low adjust”) for its Velvet and 

Vengeance fork.

X-fusion’s cHristopH saWitzki.

a2-203

3t’s neW integrated stem.

rene Wiertz.

Jd is presenting the mass-produc-
tion-ready models of the TranzX 
PsT e-bikes featuring 
the new automatic 
gear Transmission at 
eurobike.

danner was so 
impressed with 
the system that 
he is serving as 
ambassador for this 
technology to support 
its introduction in the 
bicycle industry. The 
agT easily controls 
gear selection and 
constantly gives TranzX PsT 
powered e-bikes the most efficient 
electric support.

JD introduced its latest innovation in 

e-bike tech at Eurobike yesterday: the 

AGT (Automatic Gear Transmission). Former 

F1 racer Christian Danner (pictured) explained the 

system, which will be introduced with 2012 models.

cHristian danner Helps 
tr anzX deBut agt

besides Jd, several OeM clients 
such as winora, Hartje, batavus, 

Matra M&s and Oxford 
are presenting TranzX 
PsT e-bike models 
equipped with the 
system. 

The agT system also 
won a prestigious 
eurobike gold 
award last night. The 
eurobike award’s 
seven-member 
jury recognized the 
exceptional innova-

tion and outstanding quality by 
honoring the agT technology with 
the prestigious design prize. ■ TK

a1-419

cHristian 
danner. © BW

a5-308
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zipp eXtend firecrest 
WHeel r ange

zipp's 303 firecrest WHeels.

The big news from Zipp at Demo Day 

is that the company's 303 wheels have 

been completely redesigned and become 

the third entry in their Firecrest series. The new design 

will be available for both tubular and clincher tyres.

The firecrest rim profile is very 
different from a traditional V-shaped 
aero-section wheel. it’s wider, for 
a start, and stays wide all the way 
from the braking surface almost to 
the spoke bed. Then it rolls in at the 
last moment so the overall profile is 
more like a u than a V.

why? Zipp give two reasons. firstly, 
the firecrest shape makes the 
wheel faster by treating the spoke 
bed not as a trailing edge but as 
a second leading edge. secondly, 
by treating the spoke bed as a 
leading edge, the design shifts the 
centre of pressure behind the hub, 
virtually in-line with the steering axis. 
Practically speaking, this makes 
crosswinds ineffectual against the 
front wheel. basically, according to 
Zipp the firecrest profile is faster 
and more stable than a V-shaped 
profile. They say that the 303 
firecrest has better aerodynamics 
than many V-section aero rims that 
are 80mm deep. Other benefits 
include greater strength when 
compared to rims of similar depth 
and improved lateral stiffness for 
sprinting and cornering.

although wheels are the core 
of what Zipp do, they’ve added 
to other parts of their range for 
2012. They have a new low-profile 
sLspeed seatpost that comes 
with a 20mm setback (the distance 
from the centre of the post to the 
centre of the clamp). The post is 
unidirectional carbon with titanium 
hardware and it’s micro-adjustable. 
The quoted weight is 185g (27.2mm 
version, 330mm; it’s also available 
in a 31.6mm diameter). 

■ MAT BREDD (ROAD.CC)

The second-tier Plasma is 
essentially the same design, but 
swaps the Carbon skeleton for an 
aluminium one to lower the cost 
with a 5g weight penalty over the 
claimed 285g for the sLr. 

The entry-level syncro bears a 
family resemblance to the Plasma 
helmets, using a similar vent layout, 
but the lack of an exoskeleton 
means there's more material and 
the vents are smaller. The syncro 
also comes with a peak, suggest-
ing that Mavic are aiming it at the 
commuting and MTb market.

The rounded shapes of the 
Plasmas, especially at the rear, are 
a departure from the trend towards 
peaks and spikes over the last few 
years. The syncro is a bit more 
jagged at the back. us prices are 
$220 for the Plasma sLr, $180 
for the Plasma and $125 for the 
syncro. 

■ DAVE ATKINSON (ROAD.CC)

Top of the pile, the Plasma sLr 
has a carbon fibre skeleton within 
the foam superstructure of the 
helmet which allows for big vents 
without compromising strength. 
There are five huge vents across 
the front, and the back is a grille 
design with three rows of three 
vents. The shell is in two parts, 
with a yellow or black front and a 
black rear; both feature reflective 
decals for better visibility. The 
helmet has a fairly low back, but 
the big vents should mean plenty 
of air coming through.

The sLr uses Mavic's ergo Hold 
system, a dial adjustment that 
offers up to 6cm of adjustment. 
There's height adjustment too. 
Comfort-wise you get plenty of 
padding with X-static antimicrobial 
technology for odour control. 
The pads are a low density foam 
next to the head to draw sweat 
away from the skin, with a higher 
density section next to the lid to 
provide better padding.

mavic unveil road 
Helmet r ange
Mavic have chosen Eurobike to unveil their 

new range of road helmets. Three models 

make up the range: The Syncro, the Plasma and 

the top-dollar Plasma SLR.

mavic plasma 
Helmet.

mavic syncro 
Helmet.

mavic plasma  
slr Helmet.

B3-301

a3-
201
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EUROBIKE'S 2OTH 
ANNIVERSARY PARTY

PHOTOS © BERNHARD WROBEL

corrratec general managers konrad & cielo irlBacHer. getting tHe party started.

velokonzept g.m. ulrike saade & sport import 
marketing eXecutive stefan scHeitz.

stefan reisinger (messe fn), frieda c. Hung (taiWan 
trade center municH) &  Jeffrey Hong (taitra).

messe fn g.m. klaus Wellmann & derBy cycle ag c.e.o. matHias seidler. Hans van vliet & yozo sHimano (president, sHimano)
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Dahon will launch its new global marketing program 

in style this afternoon. Titled “Fashion Impulse,” the 

marketing campaign will kick off at 3:15 p.m. with a 

30-minute show at the event stage in Foyer East.

daHon launcHes ‘fasHion 
impulse’ campaign today 

aiming to connect with the global 
consumer market, the “express 
your Personality” themed campaign 
is designed to bring a distinctive, 
fresh visual to the dahon brand by 
highlighting the profiles of a series 
of different personalities along with 
their bikes of choice. 

The stars of dahon’s new ads, 
striking and unique models who 
love cycling, will be on hand in 
person for the festivities. 

in addition, several marquee 2012 
dahon bicycles will be unveiled to 
the public for the first time. 

The “fashion impulse” show is open 
to all eurobike attendees. 

dr. david Hon, the founder and CeO 
of the company that today is the 
global leader in folding bikes, will be 
on hand to kick off the campaign 
along with other company execu-
tives.

daHon eXpress poster.

B4-304

it’s riese & Müller’s way of saying “thank 
you” to their current—or prospective—
retailers. so, retailers: if you’re thinking 
about your pedelec line-up for next 
season, this may be just the push you 
need to help you decide on r&M.

order r&m’s pedelecs, 
take an ipad2 WitH you
Here’s an enticing offer: Order at least 

12 Riese & Müller hybrid bikes (the name 

they give their pedelecs) for 2012, and 

get a new Apple iPad2 for free.

a2-306

support Wildcats WitH 
velo & get a senso 

Wildlife t-sHirt
Velo Enterprise has partnered with South African Airways, 

South African Tourism, bike magazine aktiv Radfahren and 

the conservation organization Panthera, to support the 

preservation of wild cats. 
since april 2011 a sweepstakes in which 
two winners are given a trip to south africa 

piques interest for the senso wildlife 
campaign ending on October 20, 2011. 

Throughout the promotional period, a 
portion of the proceeds from the sale 
of senso saddles are designated 
for the conservation organization 
Panthera, a leader in advancing 
actions globally to preserve wild cats.

Take part in the senso wildlife contest 
by completing the form at Velo’s booth 

and receive a free senso wildlife T-shirt. 
get involved!

B2-503
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cateye gets social

The inou can 
shoot 640x480 
Vga footage at 30 
frames per second. 

a new website,  
http://inouatlas.com, has been 
created where riders can 
store and share all of the ride 
data, videos, photographs 
and mapping. riders can also 
upload images to facebook 
and Twitter.

Named after Inou Tadataka, who mapped Japan 

in the early 1800s, the CatEye Inou creates geo-

tagged videos and photographs for cyclists on the 

move. A prototype was first shown at Eurobike last 

year. The real product, and its aftermarket 

packaging, is now available.

cateye's inou atlas.

a1-201

tern. Here. noW. launcH event’ starts at 6pm at foyer east.

B4-501

Be Quick, gr aB 
a free c-Bolt

The C-bolt was the winner in 
a Roadbike-Magazin helmet 
test report. 

Cratoni's general manager, 
günter krauter, promises 
that if the correct size of 
C-bolt isn’t available at the 
booth, the company will mail one 
after the show.

The first 25 IBD visitors 

to the Cratoni booth 

will walk away with a 

free C-Bolt helmet. This 

offer is first come, first 

served and is for today 

only.

cratoni's c-Bolt Helmet.

B2-102

Professional models will show 
off a range of bikes in choreo-
graphed pieces reflecting Tern’s 
product line-up. The event is free 
and open to all.

tern to rock euroBike
New folding bike company Tern is hosting a 

Eurobike launch party tonight. The ‘Tern. Here. 

Now. Launch Event’ starts at 6 p.m. on the main 

stage in Foyer East. 

This is billed as a “bike launch/
fashion show/rock concert“ and 
aims to recreate the energy of the 
company’s global brand launch 
held this June in Taipei. 







neW products

cr atoni evolution Helmet

The evolution also has a 
detachable visor which is 
optically correct for a distor-
tion free vision. The helmet 
has Cratoni’s patented 360° 
retention system.

Cratoni’s Evolution 

helmet is designed for 

riders of electric bikes.  

It sports a rear LED  

and has vent covers 

attached with magnets.

cateye sumo ligHts

each battery charge will last for up 
to 35 hours. The 7.4V x 4,600maH 
Li-ion battery has a charge time of 
five hours. The sumo 3’s little brother, 
sumo 2, has two instead of three 
multi-chip Led’s and a more compact 

The Sumo 3 is CatEye’s new top-end 

rechargeable headlight system. 

With new optics and LED 

technology and producing 5,500 

candlepower at max output, this 

made-in-Japan light will outperform 

any other light now on the market. 

focus cayo evo

The new Dura-Ace-equipped 

Cayo Evo from Focus has 

been completely redesigned 

and now features a new pipe 

cross section and transitions, 

a revamped rear section with 

slightly flattened seat stays, as 

well as internal cable routing. 

The new and angular focus carbon 
fork sets off a striking 
ensemble from the 
derby-owned 
brand.

720ar mour tack

Tack is the a-Trak series’ shield-style model, designed for 
cycling. The wide lens coverage and rimless frame maximize 
field of view and wind protection. The impact-tested foam 
frame and adjustable nose pads block oblique sunlight and 
cradle facial contours. The patented Compress Venting 
system funnels heat generated from exertion to enhance the 
lenses’ anti-fogging properties. 

Easy wear, easy life. Each model in 720armour’s 

new A-Trak eyewear line is equipped with the 

effortless A-Trak magnetic quick release lens 

system. Lenses are magnetically secured to the 

frame but can be easily removed with just two 

fingers. No fuss, no guessing, just a quick click and 

you’re done. 

velo senso miles  
vl1501 saddle

The lightest saddle in the senso competi-
tion category, the Miles VL 1501 offers 
top performance and maximum appeal. 
Technical improvements such as the 
carbon injected base and carbon rail 
ensure the saddle’s extremely light weight 
of only 125 g. a microfiber top cover 
enhances rider comfort.

With the Senso Miles VL 1501 

competition saddle, Velo introduces 

its first all-carbon saddle for its 

2012 aftermarket line.

BoscH drive unit 45

The drive is the heart of the bosch ebike system for 
fast e-bikes, supporting speeds of up to 45 km/h (28 
mph). for even more driving fun, the drive unit 45 
generates a nominal power of 350 w up to 50 nm 
peak, and at peak power can generate as much of 
500 w. with the drive unit 45, a rider can achieve 
a much higher average speed. bosch will have 
systems available for testing, and some customers 
will be showing 2012 model bikes that are equipped 
with the drive unit 45.

At Eurobike, Bosch is launching its 

new Drive Unit 45 High Performance Motor. 

a5-105

sr suntour epicon X1 rl rc

The new epicon X1 rL rC is a 
state-of-the-art all-mountain/
trail fork. it’s equipped with 
a hollow forged crown 
(1-1/8-inch and tapered), 
updated and weight optimized 
cartridges as well as a new 
titanium 15mm Qloc axle, 
which significantly drops 
the weight to a competitive 
1600g. Travel options from 
120mm – 150mm round 
up the package. a lock out 
system can be actuated from 
the handlebar or at the crown, 
and the epicon features a 
low-speed compression adjust 
and rebound adjust. The 
epicon X1 will come in 26-inch 
and 29-inch versions. 

The SR Suntour 

Epicon fork has been 

upgraded so much that 

it’s no longer the “little 

brother” of the Axon.

ktm myroon 1.29

The new frame weighs just 1.1kg and is 15 to 
20 percent stiffer than last year’s Myroon.

it features internal cable 
routing for a cleaner 
look. The bike has a 
recommended retail of 
€3,399.

Myroon, KTM’s top-end carbon 

hardtail race series, now has a 29er in 

the range, the Myroon 1.29. 

a4-300
a6-302

fg-e1

B2-102

Li-ion battery. nevertheless the 
sumo 2 cranks out a powerful 3,500 
candlepower at max 
output and comes 
out with a helmet 
mount including 
extension cable.

a1-201

B2-
503
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dt sWiss eXpands 
around tHe gloBe

said. nevertheless, keller believed 
Taiwan needed to expand its 
production. 

“Production that is closer to the 
market is the only way to shorten 
lead times and compete with local 
suppliers,” he said.

Today dT swiss asia makes 
spokes on the same machinery 
it uses in switzerland and in the 
united states. The Taiwan wheel 
production is off to a promising 
start—and it has to be, keller said. 

“i’ll give you an example. at Taipei 
Cycle show 2010 we counted 91 
exhibitors that offered wheels. at 
Taipei Cycle show 2011, it was 
124.” 

in spite of tough competition and 
a flat market, dT swiss is making 
headway with its innovative 
products, keller said.

That subsidiary, dT swiss asia, 
Ltd., began in 2005 with two 
employees. it was primarily 
intended to give Taiwan’s bicycle 
producers a local office they could 
communicate with.

six years later, the office employs 
95 and produces and assembles 
several dT swiss products. 

Its name says “Swiss,” but component maker 

DT Swiss is increasingly a global concern. In 

addition to building a new headquarters in 

Biel, Switzerland, DT Swiss has established 

a plant in Poland and greatly expanded its 

Taiwan subsidiary.

dt sWiss’s team asia (from left): martin WuetHricH, tecHnical 
manager; urs keller, general manager; and diego leiBundgut, 

proJect manager. © JB

products made in taiWan 
need to meet tHe same 

Quality standards as tHose 
made in sWitzerland. © JB

Last november, dT swiss asia 
moved to a 4,000-square-meter 
(43,055-square-foot) headquarters 
in Taichung, the heart of the 
Taiwanese bicycle industry.“go 
where your customers are and 
deliver them the best service and 
support. That’s what we do,” said 
urs keller, general manager of dT 
swiss asia.

in 2006, dT swiss began 
assembling entry-level hubs in 
Taiwan. “we bought several parts 
from nearby subcontractors and 
since 2007 have assembled them 
in-house,” keller said. dT swiss 
also partnered with a local rim 
manufacturer, alex global. alex 
provides sleeved rims, while dT 
swiss continues to make welded 
rims in switzerland.

in 2009, the Taiwan subsidiary 
began making wheels. “for us, 
this was a big thing because we 
expanded at the same time in 
switzerland and had a new produc-
tion plant in mind for Poland,” keller 

dt sWiss asia noW assemBles 
some suspension forks in 

taicHung. © JB

This year, the Taiwanese subsidiary 
is gearing up to face another 
competitive challenge. They are 
now also assembling mid-priced 
suspension forks. “we had no 
choice. Otherwise we would not be 
able to survive in the market, which 
is mainly in the hands of the u.s. 
brands,” keller said.

.■ JB
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Bike sHorts
tHinner and sHaplier

On the subject of bike short 
padded inserts, Peter Thaler, 
CeO of Thaler sports, calls it 
the “never-ending story”. 

He said there's still an inverse 
relationship between the 
thickness of the padding and 
the amount of kilometers 
cyclists actually ride their 
bikes: the less ambitious, the 
thicker the padding. 

but now padding can offer 
comfort without excessive 
thickness (besides, the 
thicker the padding, the 
stranger the shorts look away 
from the bike). 

Michael wild, Pr manager 
for shimano and Pearl izumi, 
sees a trend towards less padding: 
"There is a clear tendency towards 
thinner chamois.” 

for sugoi, padded inserts are 
high-tech and a “fast evolving field.” 
Pascal wehr, sugoi’s bike product 
manager sees "many innovative new 
fabrics and vibration dampening 
technologies” regarding chamois. 

Two issues are especially important 
for sugoi. for one, chamois inserts 
are becoming more breathable 
and better contoured to the body. 
secondly, wehr said, “the integration 
of the chamois in the bib short is also 
improving." wehr also sees a trend 
toward using fewer seams.

Thaler agrees with wehr’s observa-
tion. Thaler sports’ innovation for 2012 
are bike shorts with the chamois on 
the outside. “The underside of the 
chamois is the contact point with the 
saddle,” Thaler said. The chamois 
cannot move within the shorts while 
cycling, so this avoids chafing and 
saves an additional fabric layer. 

Compression company CeP uses an 
extremely thin padding in a seamless 
chamois. Two of Ziener’s new chamois 
pads for 2012 are seamless construc-
tions, too. 

Ziener’s approach to chamois padding 
is more about comfort, better breatha-
bility and higher air permeability. 

for the new speed X gel pad, 
Ziener uses an air permeable gel 
insert to allow maximum transpira-

tion. better air permeability is 
what Craft aims for, too. for 
its new chamois line, elite, 
Craft uses a new foam with 
“exploded bubbles” that keep 
its shape. 

because the different density 
foams aren’t glued but welded, 
the whole construction retains 
high air permeability and offers 
maximum comfort. 

wild considers temperature 
management as one of the 
decisive issues for 2012. 
Pearl izumi shorts feature 
the innovative ‘in-r-Cool’ 
technology, that reflects more 
sunlight than it absorbs and 

leaves the shorts cooler and more 
comfortable.

‘Cold black’, a similar technology 
developed by schoeller Textiles, 
will be used by Löffler and CeP 
for bike shorts and tights. fabric 
treatments are also key. first time 
eurobike exhibitor Pactimo from the 
us is launching a chamois pad that 
has integrated carbon particles 
as an environmentally friendly 
anti-microbial finish. 

gonso is using a silver ion treatment 
called agion active which is anti-
microbial. gonso's Pr manager, 
Ludger Tabeling, said the technology 
is a world first. 

2012 will bring some extraordinary 
new bike short styles to retail. 
fanfiluca is presenting a pair of 
bike dungarees. CeO Christiane 
schumacher is enthusiastic about 
the Latz fatz pants:.“They’re not 
only great for downhill rides, but give 
pregnant cyclists a unique way of 
covering their bellies in a functional 
and good-looking manner."

Ziener is producing bike jeans. The 
casual cut pants in jeans style are 
equally targeted for mountain bike and 
urban cycling. elastic bottom inserts 
allow comfortable sitting positions 

while the button- down 
cuffs prevent the pants 

snagging in a bike 
chain. The jeans will 

also be available 
as bike shorts 
with large cargo 
pockets. denim 

not your style? 
There's also a 
cord version.

■ RALF 
STEFAN 

BEPPLER

Bike shorts are becoming more and more high-tech, with new develop-

ments in fabrics as well as thinner and more shapely faux chamois 

saddle pads (long gone are the days of real chamois inserts that 

stiffened after every wash). And with silicone leg-grippers, antibacterial 

treatments and the popularity of the bib-style, cycle shorts are now 

packed with more features than ever.

gonso apparel; any color you like, 
so long as it's not Black. 

fanfiluca's latz fatz 
dungaree sHorts are 

for doWnHillers, and 
pregnant cyclists.

craft's padding is 
Becoming more 

and more advanced. 
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design and innovation awards will be given 
in four categories: bicycles, components, 
clothing and equipment for cyclists and 
accessories. evaluation criteria include the 
level of innovation, quality of design, choice of 

materials and environmental 
impact.

in January 2012, an independ-
ent expert jury will evaluate the 
entries. winning products will 
be shown at the Taipei Cycle 
d&i awards exhibition during 
the show, March 7-10 at the 
TwTC nangang exhibition 
Hall.

winning products will be 
allowed to use the Taipei Cycle 
d&i award logo for commercial 

purposes, while the top winners in each 
category also will receive a Taipei Cycle gold 
award. registration for the 2012 Taipei Cycle 
d&i awards is open until dec. 20.  
for more information, contact Joan wu. 
email: joan.wu@ifdesign.tw

This new award is hosted by the Taiwan 
external Trade development Council (TaiTra) 
and the Taiwan bicycle exporters’ association 
(Tbea). it is organized by if international 
forum design under the “organized by if” 
label. 

according to the organizers, 
the new award aims to “offer 
an excellent platform for 
manufacturers, designers, 
distributors, importers and 
retailers from the international 
bicycle industry.” 

all manufacturers, designers, 
sales representatives, 
importers and distributors in 
the bicycle industry are invited 
to enter the competition. 

This award is intended to honor real-world 
products, not concepts. eligible products 
must have been on the market for less  
than two years, or are scheduled to go into 
mass production during the year of  
competition.

3D forging is presently the ultimate level 

in the forging process. HL Corp is one of 

the few companies able to accomplish it.

Hl takes 3d forging 
to a HigHer level 
WitH its neW 
component line

“with HL Corp's patented 
expertise and 3d forging 
processes, we can produce 
aluminum parts that are 
lighter than carbon fiber. 
a complex, one-piece 
aluminum integrated handle 
bar and stem can be made 
by this special processing,” 
Lee said.

B4-210

Wellgo's ‘learner’ 
clipless pedal system.

Wellgo introduces learner 
clipless pedal system
Pedal powerhouse Wellgo 

has developed the NRP pedal 

system for those who want 

the advantages of clipless 

without the fear of getting 

stuck.

The patented system consists of 
pedals and cleats, and wellgo 
general manager John Chen 
and his engineers have also 
developed a shoe range compatible 
with the system. 

The simple system consists of four studs 
on the pedal which insert in the holes of 
a plastic cleat that is attached to the sole 
of the shoes. engaging – and disengag-
ing - nrP’s system is almost as easy as 
stepping on or off normal pedals. 

neW taipei cycle contest to 
Honor innovative design
Next year, the Taipei International Cycle Show celebrates 25 years as 

Asia’s largest bike event. The 2012 show also will mark the first edition of 

Taipei Cycle’s “design & innovation” awards. 

The cleat is made of a resiliant material and 
is easy to walk on. wellgo say the system is 
very safe and serves as a learning tool for 
beginners who may decide to change to 
full-on clipless pedals later.

■ GE
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one piece integrated 
aluminum HandleBar 
and stem By Hl corp.

aluminum that has 
undergone 3d forging is 
embued with a combination 
of strength, lightness 
and reliability. by mass-
producing 3d forged pieces, 
the price can be reduced 
significantly. 

HL Corp has nearly 40 years 
of forging expertise and 
has accumulated many 
forging patents which 
competitors find hard to 
surpass. 

Thirty years ago, this 
state-of-the-art forging 
technology initially was 
adopted by the aerospace 
and automobile industries 
before gradually making its 
way into the bicycle industry. 

some 10 companies 
worldwide have mastered 
3d forging; the number is so 
small because the invest-
ment required is enormous.

HL Corp has approximately 
36 machines for 3d forging, 
and produces a majority 
of aluminum bicycle 
components processed in 
this fashion, said roger Lee, 
sales manager of HL Corp.

Lee said the growth of 
carbon fiber for high-end 
bikes hasn't dimished the 
demand for aluminum 
components but has 
increased it.

He added: "The only minor 
weakness compared to 
carbon fiber is the lack of 
flexibility with aluminum. we 
persistently search for new 
materials.” 

Here at eurobike, HL is 
showcasing the eco-
nomical, high-performance 
features of its 3d forged 
aluminum components, 
which is sells as OdM 
products or under its Zoom 
brand name.

■ AZ
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bike people are easy to work with 
and friendly. it’s nice working with 
them.

ESD: Can you give us an idea of 
what you and Carina do during the 
course of a year?

GLASER: until January we 
collected applications. in february 
we started on the floor plan. 
because eurobike is fully booked, 
we want to serve each exhibitor 
the best we can. The floor plan 
took us until the end of april. There 
was some brainstorming, and then 
we sent out the approvals. Then 
we worked more directly with the 
exhibitors on customer support 
and services such as booth 
construction, special requests, etc.

ESD: sounds like a lot of work, 
especially when you are new.

GLASER: i can’t imagine that one 
person did the exhibitor service job 
on her own. There are more than 
1,000 exhibitors there! it takes defi-
nitely a year to get used to this job. 
Carina and i have now been doing 
it for a year. now we’re happy to 
meet the people we’ve been talking 
to over this long period by phone or 
internet and to see them now here 
in friedrichshafen face-to-face.

ESD: was it a tough ‘year one’ for 
you?

GLASER: i would say so. it was 
tough but also most challenging. 
we learned a lot. but don’t forget 
that it is all done with a lot of 
teamwork. Messe friedrichshafen 
has a great eurobike team on 
board. They made it easy for 
Carina and me. we are both happy 
to be part of the team..

■ JB

messe Q& a
meet Julia glaser, 
euroBike's neW 
eXHiBitor liaison
Like her colleague Carina Blass, (who we 

introduced in yesterday’s issue), Julia Glaser is 

Eurobike’s new project coordinator for exhibi-

tors. “I am Miss A,” Glaser said with a laugh. 

she’s in charge of the a Halls and 
the Zeppelin hall, while blass is 
responsible for the b halls and 
the open-air fairground. blass 
and glaser took over from birgit 
Mattmann, who is on maternity 
leave. we talked with Julia about 
her eurobike job.

ESD: Julia, when did you start 
at eurobike, and what did you do 
before?

JULIA GLASER: i started a short 
time after Carina came in. it was 
in the middle of last november. i 
came from Messe freiburg.

ESD: so you’re not a newcomer to 
the trade show business?

GLASER: no. it was definitely a 
plus when starting here. but you 
can’t compare these jobs.

ESD: what’s different?

GLASER: in freiburg, i worked on 
three smaller consumer shows and 
did the entire show organization 
from a to Z. at eurobike, i’m 
one-half of the exhibitor service 
field. This dealer show is big—don’t 
forget that this is the largest bicycle 
show in the world. Here you can’t 
do everything by yourself. eurobike 
is a huge project. we have to work 
closely with each other and as a 
team.

ESD: what is your impression of 
the bicycle people you’ve been 
dealing with?

GLASER: actually they are not 
that new to me. in freiburg i had 
a show named “bike aktiv.” That 
leisure show had also some bicycle 
exhibitors. even if eurobike is more 
of a business and industry event 
than the shows i did before, the 

Julia glaser. 
© JB



aleX's stefan anton WitH tHe ved tuBless WHeel.  © JB

aleX rising: WHeelmaker 
Boosts capacity By 30% 
at its taiWan factory
Alex Global, the Taiwan rim and wheel producer, 

is finishing an expansion project at its Tainan 

headquarters that the company says will allow it to 

shave lead times.

gore Bike Wear’s oXygen 
gt as Jacket

gore Bike Wear 
Has a system
Gore Bike Wear wants 

bike shops to stock—and 

consumers to buy—Gore 

Bike Wear clothes as 

part of an intercon-

nected system.

for road cyclists, the Oxygen line 
sees significant upgrades for this 
year, starting with new polypro 
base layers. 

To combat the famous polypro-
pylene stink, gore has woven 
silver ion thread into the fabric 
to cut down on the build up of 
pong-promoting bacteria. 

a baselayer with a gore wind-
stopper is also part of the range. 
The Oxygen line has full zip jersey 
and bibshorts, and a long sleeve 
jersey. 

The Oxygen gT as Jacket 
incorporates gore’s new 
active shell Laminate, light yet 
breathable and made with a new 
lamination technology. ■ CR
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by adding two levels to the existing 
buildings at the headquarters, alex 
will boost capacity by 30 percent. 

“we had to react. Our high-end 
production is enjoying higher and 
higher demand,” said sally Hsieh, 
general manager of alex and wife 
of founder alex Chen. “Our rim 
business especially—both OeM 
and our own alexrims brand—is 
increasing most impressively.”

Chen said his company’s 
high-end production 
and logistics functions 
would be merged in 
Tainan. Meanwhile, 
the company last year 
opened two new factories in China. 
along with a boost in production 
comes a more efficient logistics 
process. Like most Taiwan 
manufacturers, alex has relied on a 
network of subcontractors. now it’s 
moving more of that work in-house.

“The hubs we are using, for 
example, were made by a 
subcontractor,” said stefan anton, 
alex global’s european sales 
representative. 

“we had to shuttle the products 
back and forth. This production is 
now in-house. it saves us a lot of 
valuable time.”

alex has created a powder coating 
facility at the headquarters, 
eliminating the need to outsource 
that process. The new levels at the 
headquarters are used primarily to 
house wheel production and a rim 
warehouse. “when bringing the 

high-end production here to the 
company headquarters, 

we consciously 
streamlined the logistics 
process for better lead 

times,” anton said. 

as the company restructures its 
Taiwan headquarters, it has also 
made changes to its production in 
China. its shenzhen factory now 
concentrates on entry-level and 
mid-range rims and the shanghai 
facility produces entry-level 
wheels. a new factory in Taicang 
this year began producing 
aluminum tubing for the nearby 
Merida-China factory. a fourth 
factory in shangdong started 
production last year. ■  JB
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daHon moves european 
production to Bulgaria

dahon already had some assembly 
in the Czech republic, but the deal 
with Maxcom marks a shift towards 
centralized production in europe.

“The reasoning was to improve 
logistics, by shifting production 
from three factories to one,” said 
eddie eccleston, global sales and 
marketing director at dahon. 

Maxcom has an ultra-modern 
facility and is setting up a 
separate unit for dahon, with a 
dedicated on-site staff. 

Maxcom is owned by Maxim 
Mitkov, a bulgarian national of 
Turkish origin. He entered the 
bicycle trade with Maxcom in 
1996. 

The €15 million Plovdiv factory 
was opened in 2007 and has a 
surface area of 28,000 square meters 
and 450 permanent employees. “The 
new plant has a capacity to manufacture 
about 500,000 bicycles per year,” Mitkov 
said. “The dedicated dahon unit will 
produce rims and take care of painting 
of the frames, forks, decals, complete 
bicycle assembly and packaging.”

dahon’s deal with Maxcom will impact its 
european pricing. eccleston said that prices 
of some products would increase due to 
the rising cost of parts, but others would be 
nearly halved.

eccleston became dahon’s global sales 
and marketing manager earlier this year. 
The englishman is an industry veteran and 

former managing director of 
falcon Cycles in uk. 

eccleston said that his experi-
ence market would reinforce 

dahon’s latest investments in 
europe. “dahon has made it a point to 

be close to the market, with manufacturing 
and marketing based within the european 
union,” he said. “furthermore, we have 
appointed a full-service german-based 
marketing company to enhance our 
presence here."

 ■ BS

Dahon has firmed up its plans to shift production of bicycles intended 

for the European market to Bulgaria. Starting in October, Dahon 

bicycles will be assembled at the Maxcom factory in Plovdiv.  

Production will increase to at least 40,000 units a year.

need Help getting 
your city on Bikes? 
try presto courses 
Need help designing a cycling policy for your city? 

Try PRESTO—“Promoting Cycling for Everyone as a 

Daily Transport Mode”—an EU project that offers an 

on-line, self-paced series of courses.

The classes cover topics in three 
main areas: 

SS infrastructure (e.g., designing 
intersections and roundabouts or 
bicycle parking); 

SSmarketing (how to 
get bike-to-work 
or bike-to-school 
campaigns off 
the ground, 
and how to 
develop a 
bicycle map); and

SS  e-bikes (introducing and 
promoting the use of e-bikes in 
your communities).

The courses run from september 
to december. anyone can sign 
up, but places are limited. To 
participate, send an e-mail to 
r.urbanczyk@rupprecht-consult.eu.

The PresTO project is intended to 
help officials in so-called “starter 
cities,” those with a low cycling 
modal share, who are trying to 
implement cycling policies in their 
communities.

it’s a project of the eu’s intelligent 
energy-europe Programme, which 
is funded by the executive agency 
for Competitiveness and innovation 
(eaCi) and is aimed at assisting five 
PresTO cities: bremen, germany; 
grenoble, france; Tczew, Poland; 

Venice, italy; and Zagreb, 
Croatia. 

This includes 
creating 
bicycle-friendly 

urban environments, imple-
menting cycling plans, introducing 
promotional campaigns, and 
promoting electric bicycles.

Organizers realized that the 
knowledge and know-how gained 
during the project may be useful to 
others outside of the target cities.

for more information, visit http://
presto-cycling.eu/en/training-
material/e-learning, or stop by the 
eTra stand at eurobike, located 
with Vsf on the mezzanine in 
foyer west. ■ AR
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tHe maXcom factory 
in plovdiv, Bulgaria, is 

ultra-modern.
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putting metal to pedal
WHat’s tHe Best material for a Bicycle fr ame? 
Aluminum, carbon, titanium or steel? The debate over the “proper” 

frame material for bicycles has gone on for decades. Today, each 

of these materials has found a place. Even wood and bamboo are 

experiencing a revival. But how does one sort through the imaginative 

names that manufacturers like to give these basic materials?

■ DIPL.-ING. DIRK ZEDLER is 
Managing direCTOr Of "ZedLer 

- insTiTuT für faHrradTeCHnik & 
-siCHerHeiT gMbH". THe COMPany 

PerfOrMs TesTing serViCes, 
researCH and deVeLOPMenT fOr 

THe biCyCLe indusTry and uniVersi-
Ties and designs TesT sTands fOr 
aLL PHases Of THe ManufaCTuring 

PrOCess.

aluminum — tHe 
all-purpose  
Bike material
aluminum bicycle frames were made 
in france and germany in the 1930s. 
after languishing in the shadow of 
steel for years, aluminum caught 
on when craftsmen learned to weld 
aluminum on a large scale and make 
oversized tubes with thin walls.

The basic technical attributes of 
aluminum tube sets are mostly 
identical, regardless of the alloys 
used. a frame’s quality is decided by 
such attributes as tube diameter, wall 
thicknesses, geometry, and welds. 
alloy names and trademarks don’t tell 
you much.

aluminum alloys offer several benefits, 
including their low density (one-third 
that of steel). aluminum is highly 
processable, ductile, and allows many 
surface treatments. depending on the 
alloy, aluminum is very weldable. it’s 
also cost-effective and easy to recycle.

its drawbacks include a low elastic 
modulus (one-third of steel) and low 
strength.

aluminum is suitable for city and 
trekking bikes to high-end downhill 
models. due to its ductile properties, 
aluminum will maintain its place in the 
market, particularly for mountain bikes.

carBon — still 
no. 1 for Bikes
Carbon fiber frames first rolled over 
french roads in the 1980s during the 
Tour de france. but it wasn’t until 
2003 when carbon fiber really began 
to boom. 

That’s when factories in Taiwan and 
China managed to produce frames 
that weighed less than one kilogram 
(2.2 pounds).

Carbon frames require the most 
manual work. Therefore, the basic 
material—i.e., the grade of the pure 
fiber—tells you absolutely nothing 
about the quality of the finished 
component. 

in theory, it is possible for every 
component in a series to have very 
different properties, if the quality is not 
100 percent controlled and checked. 

Carbon’s strengths include its very low 
density. it can offer a very high elastic 
modulus and very high strength. it’s 
resistant to corrosion and offers nearly 
limitless design possibilities.

as drawbacks, carbon is non-ductile 
and brittle, so it is easily broken—yet 
potential damage is difficult to 
evaluate. it’s sensitive to pressure and 
expensive to process. it’s expensive, 
difficult to coat with a durable surface 
treatment. and at present, carbon is 
hardly recyclable.

Carbon fiber still has huge potential. it 
is undoubtedly the no. 1 material for 
low weight, sophisticated design and 
highest strength. However, carbon 
frames must be handled with extreme 
care due to their very lightweight 
construction. 

steel — reBirtH 
of a classic
wood came first, but steel soon 
became the no. 1 material for bicycle 
production, a position it held for more 
than 100 years. 

They were once praised for their 
lightness compared to steel frames, 
but the drawback is that their elastic 
modulus is about half that of steel 
frames. 

Titanium’s benefits include its high 
strength, resistance to corrosion, and 
medium density (half that of steel). it’s 
also ductile, has a resistant surface and 
is highly weldable. 

The drawbacks include its medium 
elastic modulus (half that of steel); 
restricted oversizing; limited tube 
selection, and costly processing. 
Coatings are not very durable, and 
titanium is expensive and difficult to 
recycle.

Titanium is well 
suited for bicycle 
frames that do 
not need special 
care and can be 
used year-round. 
it will continue to 
be a niche material 
for cyclists who 
seek either a 
corrosion-resistant 
frame or appreciate 
the frame’s pure 
surface and perfect 

welds.

Wood and 
BamBoo — eXotic 
sHoWpieces
They may be trendy today, but bicycle 
frames made of bamboo, wood and 
other renewable raw materials are 
nothing new. They’ve been used since 
the beginning of bicycles.

Contemporary designers have made 
given these bicycles a fashionable 
and exciting appearance. but owners 
shouldn’t be too ambitious about riding 
these bikes. 

since their attraction is mostly esthetic, 
it wouldn’t be fair to discuss their 
technical aspects.

but from the early 1900s, steel’s 
technical properties remained nearly 
unchanged until the middle of the 
1980s. when aluminum came onto 
the scene, steel had little to add, 
and its weight ensured that it would 
be left behind.

steel’s benefits include its high 
elastic modulus and high strength. 
it’s highly ductile and highly 
processable; takes many 
surface treatments; and 
offers very good weldability 
depending on the alloy. and 
it’s cost-effective and easily 
recyclable. its drawbacks 
include high density and 
limited oversizing possibili-
ties. 

steel today has seen a 
revival thanks to the rohloff 
hub and the retro appeal 
of fixies and cruisers. 
small frame builders can 
achieve technical perfection 
with custom frames using only a 
moderate amount of tools.

titanium — tHe 
strong, suBtle, 
nicHe material
Titanium frames, on the market for 
decades, are known for their fine 
but subtle appearance.

dirk zedler.
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las Helmets

degrees Celsius. They are 
immersed in water and artifically 
aged under u.V. lights.

The most significant challenge 
are the dummy-head tests 
measuring the front, back, 
sides and top of the shell. a 
magnesium dummy head inside 
the helmet is connected to 
accelerometers which provide 
an accurate map of the stresses. 
The values registered must not 
exceed set limits.

for 2012, Las Helmets are 
brighter than ever — a safety 
feature in itself—and also 
available are sticker kits for 
personalisation. These are 
available in team colors, country 
flag colors or a selection of 
bright colors. There are thirteen 
different kits, including black 
carbon. The helmets that can be 
so customized are the Victory, 
Victory supreme, squalo, anubi, 
infinito and kripton. 

all Las Helmets can also be per-
sonalized by engraving a name, 
motto or whatever on a metal 
label. also new are matte-black 
limited edition versions of the 
Victory and squalo 
models.

■ EP

sponsoring cycling teams such 
as acqua e sapone and Land-
bouwkrediet helps the company 
produce its high-end helmets, 
such as the 230g Victory and 
the Victory supreme, with its 
carbon-mesh equipped CaTa 
(Carbon aluminium Technology 
absorb) structure. The mesh 
of pure carbon absorbs and 
dissipates impact forces. 

Other helmets in the 14-product 
line include the squalo (italian for 
shark), the istrion (which has 27 
massive vents, and a one-piece 
Coolmax mesh liner), and the 
infinito, (with 20 vents and a bug 
net).

all helmets come standard with 
two washable pad sets, a protec-
tive bag, washable retention 
straps and vertical/horizontal 
sizing fit system 

Las helmets are tested to Ce 
en 1078 for the european union, 
CPsC and asTM f 1447 for 
the usa, and as/nsZ 2063 for 
australia and new Zealand.

These standards requires several 
impact tests: helmet fall tests 
from different heights and onto 
different surfaces (flat, angular, 
semi-spherical). Helmets also are 
tested in extreme temperatures, 
from minus 20 degrees to 50 

LAS Helmets has been protecting heads for 37 

years. Based in northern Italy, the company 

produces equestrian, climbing, watersports and 

workforce helmets as well as cycle helmets. 

tHe matte-Black  
limited edition 

victory from las Helmets.

B3-501

tHe infinito from 
las Helmets of 

italy.



sWiss precision: 
HoW pletscHer  
r acks up success

Pletscher makes the racks and 
kickstands that can be found on city 
bikes all over the world. The rural 
idyll around the factory contrasts 
sharply with the noisy industrial 
production on the other side of the 
walls.

"The company was founded by my 
grandfather in Marthalen in 1919 
and it has always been here," said 
Hans Pletscher, the majority owner 
of Pletscher bros.

The company has 
focused on making 
die-cast parts since 
the late 1940s; it went 
bicycle-parts only in 
2004. 

Prior to that it had also 
made parts for the 
automotive industry. as 
part of the switch, the 
company went from 70 
employees to 30. it now 
has a staff of 40.

each Pletscher product 
comes out of its 
in-house development 
department, where 
parts are designed 
and tested in its own 
facilities. 

“all our kickstands 
and racks meet 
the necessary en 
requirements. That’s 

why our products are offered 
with a three-year guarantee,” 
Pletscher says. 

Once the tests are successfully 
completed, Pletscher builds the 
molds for the die casting.   
Hans Pletscher has a close 
link to the tooling department 
since it was here he finished his 
vocational education and worked 
until he took over the company. 

Flickering flames in the half-dark; warm, thick, metallic-tasting air. 

Loud bangs at regular intervals whenever the weights, heavy as lead, 

move. When I close my eyes, I have the sense that I am in a heavy 

industry inferno made from metal and energy. This scene is not from a 

German coal mine or Chinese industrial metropolis, but the Pletscher 

brothers‘ factory, 40 kilometers north of Zurich.

Pletscher has some long-standing 
products in its range but, wirth said, 
"we have redeveloped around a 
third of our racks and kickstands 
in the last five years." There are 
also new products, including a 
rack to hold bosch’s e-bike motor. 
Pletscher also does private label 
work. for instance, the Prisma rack 
will be available only through Trek.

The great majority of 
Pletscher's production is 
carried out in-house. 

"almost no company in the 
bicycle industry creates as 
much value as we do," said 
wirth, proudly.

"building tools in-house is 
a part of our success," said 
Pletscher. "Our molds are very 
precise so that we hardly have 
to rework the complete parts. 
Thanks to this precision, we 
can save costs and keep quality 
high.".

■ UR

The production, starting after 
creating the molds, shows 
why aluminum casting is so 
demanding. 

The raw material is melted and 
pressed into molds on several 
machines, which represents a 
technical challenge, for racks 
particularly. “The more highs and 
lows are on a load space, high  
pressure is necessary in order to 
fill the material evenly in the mold,” 
said Paul andré wirth, Pletscher's 
managing director. 

a locking force of 250 tons presses 
600 grams of melted aluminum into 
the mold.

at pletscHer assemBly also 
Belongs to tHe value cHain.

pletscHer does everytHing, 
in-House, including molds.

tHe die casting macHine forms 
racks from melted aluminium.

a5-506 
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uci’s mcQuaid says 
cHinese fr ames 
may Be dangerous

“They’re turning out thousands and 
thousands of these carbon fiber or 
kevlar or whatever frames, at a cost 
of maybe $30 or $40 apiece, and 
that same bike is ultimately being 
sold as a bike on the market 
for four or five or six thousand 
euros,” McQuaid told a recent 
gathering of cycling journal-
ists that the uCi hosted at 
its headquarters in aigle, 
switzerland. 

The union Cycliste 
internationale is the 
governing body for 
professional racing.

“Our problem is, this 
initial frame, of twenty 
or thirty or forty dollars, 
where are the safety 
aspects? where are the 
safety parameters in the 
making [of that frame]?” 

McQuaid continued. “That’s 
something we’re going to have to 
address with the industry as we move 
on. we have to bear in mind the safety 
aspect of the sport. There’s a whole 
change that has happened which is 
making racing less safe and causing 
more crashes.”

Many bicycle manufacturers argue 
that the current state of the art allows 
them to produce road bikes that 
are lighter than the uCi-mandated 
minimum of 6.8 kilograms. but 
McQuaid said today’s bikes may be 
too light, and that composite frames 
are less safe than their steel predeces-
sors.

“bikes have become too light. They’re 
hopping all over the place; they jump 
when they hit potholes or whatever,” 
he said. “They don’t have the same 
reactions as when we had the old 
steel bikes. if we continue to reduce 
the weight, [these problems] will 
increase.”

The “approved by uCi” labeling 
program, which the uCi announced 
last year at eurobike, is its attempt 
to standardize its rules governing the 
weights, diameters and shapes of 
bicycle frames.

The uCi also announced that it might 
extend its certification process to 
components, apparel and helmets.

The new approvals process is 
supposed to remove the worry that 
a particular bike would be rejected 
on the starting line of a race by an 
over-zealous uCi commissaire. 

UCI president Pat McQuaid defended the organization’s labeling 

program for bikes used in professional and amateur races. But 

McQuaid also cast suspicions on the quality of carbon fiber frames 

from China, saying they are potentially suspect even if they do 

pass the UCI’s verification process.

but the rules have been policed poorly 
and applied inconsistently, with a uCi 
commissaire banning a certain bike in 
one race, only for another commissaire 
to allow the same bike in another race. 

Manufacturers have produced costly 
frame and component innovations 
only for the uCi to forbid them. 

To prevent continued 
confusion, the uCi consulted 
with several bicycle manufac-
turers before announcing its 
“approved by uCi” program. 

“we went to the industry; 
the industry told us our 
rules were ambiguous. we 
realized they were possibly 
correct,” McQuaid said. 

“if anybody really tried to 
understand the regulations 
they could have done so 
relatively easily, but we 
accepted [the argument 
that our rules were 
ambiguous].

“The rules were originally 
written in a philosophical 
way. They weren’t written 
clearly enough for an 
engineer,” he added. “we 
needed to be closer to 
manufacturers and they needed 
to understand our mission, and 
we needed to understand theirs. 
This is something we have never 
done at the uCi.”

McQuaid met with manufactur-
ers at eurobike two years 
ago to discuss the new 
program.

The uCi first 
codified its complex 

and open-to-
interpretation 

rules in the 1996 
Lugano Charter. 

“all the main manufacturers were 
there. we explained we needed to 
make our rules clearer so their devel-
opment people could understand 
our rules so they wouldn’t be going 
down the road developing products 
which wouldn’t be allowed later,” he 
said. “we told the companies we 
would take on board an engineer, so 
we had someone with an engineer’s 
mind who could talk directly to bike 
designers, using the same language.”

Last October, the uCi hired compos-
ites engineer Julien Carron to oversee 
the labeling program.

bikemakers have criticized the 
“approved by uCi” program 

because of its cost. The 
uCi initially charged 
$14,000 to approve a 
monocoque carbon 
frame, but has since 
reduced the price 
significantly. uCi said 
it dropped the price 
because it had under-

estimated the number of 
players in the global bike 

industry.

uCi officials did leave the 
door open to the possibility that 

weight limits would be reduced.

“we could ask manufacturers to 
do proper safety tests. we need 
to define what are the tests and 
then ask manufacturers to follow 
these tests,” Carron said. “after they 
send us a report, we will know the 
equipment is safe, then we will be 
able to remove the [weight] rule.”

but what kind of tests would the uCi 
accept? Carron said existing eu and 
u.s. standards are not tough enough. 

instead, he said, the uCi would seek 
independent lab tests, using 

din Plus standards as a 
minimum.

To date, the uCi 
has not carried 

through with 
such a tougher-

than-Cen 
safety testing 

process.

■ CR

pat mcQuaid,  
uci president.
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trigon rQc31 carBon fr ame

neW products

kind sHock’s lev slasHes WeigHt of drop posts

The LeV features a stationary mounted cable 
that eliminates the cable loop that grows when a 
rider drops the seatpost. a clockable cable stop 
lets the rider position the cable stop anywhere 
in a 360-degree rotation for the optimal position 
on any frame. and kind shock does away with 
a serrated saddle clamp in favor of a 2-bolt 
clamp paired with a cold forged, micro-
adjustable system. kind shock has reduced the 

Kind Shock, the Taiwan components maker that invites riders to “get down and 

dirty,” is launching the LEV, a new hydraulic seatpost, at Eurobike. The LEV will take 

top honors in the company's line of drop posts when it reaches the market in early 

2012.

crops den-Q ligHt

The den-Q features a 
classic bulb design and 
is equipped with six bright Leds. 
Crops says the den-Q “can be used 
for activities such as camping and 
cycling or unexpected emergencies like 
automotive breakdowns or home power 
failures.”

The full carbon monocoque frame uses a head tube design 
from 1-1/8-inch to 1.5 inch for greater stiffness and strength. 
The oversized bb accommodates bb86, bb30, or traditional 
bb. The fame offers internal cable routing for a cleaner look 
and aerodynamics.

Trigon uses Venus C8 

advanced composite material 

to create hi-modulus tubing for its new 

RQC31 carbon frame. 

tern castro duo

The integrated rear rack is always there 
to carry loads and is compatible with 
kLiCkfix rackpack adaptors. The 
optional kanga front-mounted rack 
accommodates big, small, or oddly 
shaped loads in seconds. need to catch 
that train or bus? The Castro folds in just 
10 seconds.

The Castro Duo is built to get you 

there simply. It has only two speeds, 

one for flats and one for hills. 

Automatic shifting with the SRAM 

Automatix hub and a coaster brake 

means no messy cables. 

Xpedo sln road sHoe

ideal for beginners and indoor cycling 
enthusiasts. The shoe features micro-vents in 
the sole and three trimmable Velcro straps.

The Xpedo SLN (Supreme 

Light Nylon) road shoe 

was designed to 

offer comfort and 

performance at an 

economical price.

a7-317
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t-one r&d ez gripsigma roX 8.1 cycle computer

The rOX 8.1 and 
rOX 9.1 are 
updates to rOX 
8.0 and rOX 9.0.  
in addition to the 
existing breadth 
of functions, the 
8.1 and 9.1 models 
feature "Power" and "expansion." rOX 
9.1 also has a "ghost race" feature: riders can 
ride a route against themselves in real time. both 
computers are compatible with sigma sport’s 
new and more comfortable r1 Comfortex+ HrM 
textile chest belt. 

The top-of-the-line ROX wireless cycle 

computers from Sigma Sport have 

been redesigned and packed with new 

functions.

a5-200
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weight of the LeV to between 450-475 
grams (16-17 ounces) compared with 
the 550-600 grams (19-21 ounces) of 
competing drop posts. The LeV will be 
available in diameters of 30.9mm, 31.6 mm 
and 27.2 mm, with available travels of 100mm, 
125mm and 150mm. all models include a 
handlebar-mounted remote. The LeV will retail for 
an estimated cost of $395; however, kind shock 
will announce final pricing at eurobike.

a6-306

it can be sold as a 
one-piece or with 

locking clamps. 

The EZ grip from  

T-One R&D has a unique ergonomic 

shape with a very comfortable 

base and support to minimize the 

pressure on your palm. 

a5-110

The Den-Q is a 

multi-purpose light 

that can be used 

as a flashlight, a 

lantern or a safety 

light.
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proBike is tHe largest HigH-end Bicycle distriButor in africa.

The intensified relationship is 
already leading to the launch of the 
scott aspect range in the indian 
market in september. Probike has 
a fully-owned subsidiary in the 
country, taking care of a license for 
raleigh bicycles and the distribution 
of private label products, on direct 
shipment to indian stores.

at the same time, Probike has 
started operating as scott’s head 
office in africa, to explore sales 
opportunities on the continent. 

“The potential for scott is very good 
in the developed economies such 
as south africa and namibia,” said 
brandon els, managing director of 
Probike, who retained a minority 
stake in the company. 

“it is also interesting in developing 
economies such as angola, 
botswana, kenya and Zambia,” 
he said, adding: “but there is no 
potential in the badly-managed 
Zimbabwe.”

Scott Sports is preparing for heightened investments 

in emerging markets after it acquired a majority stake 

in Probike, its former distributor in South Africa and 

neighboring markets, which has an unequalled sales 

network around Africa and India.

scott sports invests 
in africa and india

sugoi springs into 2012  
WitH BrigHt r anges

For Spring 2012, Sugoi has a raft of new products 

including the RSE road range. Made with Sugoi's 

Revo fabric, a warp knit, built for stretch and 

recovery, products in the range include a fitted 

jersey, a bib short and a short.

On its gustav mountain bike 
shorts, sugoi is introducing 
boa one-handed adjustment. 
ruby is sugoi's new women's 
mountain bike range. The 
ruby Jersey is a semi fitted 
design with a choice 
of three colors 
(Ocean, amethyst 
and Pink). 

rejchrtova and wolter are building a 
european sales network for Pro-Lite 
and working on a closer-to-the-
market wheel production facility in 
europe.

according to wolter the 
new facility will be based in 
bautzen in germany, adding: 

“Pro-Lite founders and gMs 
steven fenton and 
Jasper Chen want to 
keep the european 
wheel production in 
their hands because 
it’s complex and 
highly skilled.”Probike is the largest high-end 

bicycle distributor in africa. apart 
from its relationship with scott, 
Probike has a licensing agreement 
with raleigh for africa excluding 
nigeria, egypt and kenya – and 
it delivers private label bicycles, 
parts and accessories around the 
continent. 

before the take-over, Probike was 
already selling scott in several 
african countries through independ-
ent and authorized retailers, about 
60 of them in south africa alone.

els points out that the most 
developed african economies 
have a strong interest in cycling 
races. “There are more than 1,000 
organized cycling events every year 
in south africa,” says els. 

The Cape argus Cycle Tour is one 
of the world’s biggest bicycle rides, 
attracting 40,000 cyclists for a 
single-day ride to and from Cape 
Town. ■ BS

pro-lite of taiWan 
eXpands into europe
Pro-Lite, the English-Taiwanese brand based in Taichung, now 

has a European office. Created in May, and located in Plzen 

in the Czech Republic, Pro-Lite Europe is led by former WTB-

Europe GM Katerina Rejchrtova and industry veteran Dieter 

Wolter, formerly of Pantherwerke. 

at eurobike, Pro-Lite’s new parts—
handlebars, a-headsets, seatposts—
can be viewed on the wiener bike 
Parts (wbP) booth, a subsidiary of 
winora group. wTb is Pro-Lite’s 

importer in germany. 

■ JB

katerina 
reJcHrtova and 

dieter Wolter 
are Heading 

up pro-lite 
europe

a3-300
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The ruby skirt features a 
finostretch boxer brief liner 
with sugoi’s s.100 chamois.
sugoi's finoTech fabric 
has a micro-filament linear 
knit texture that increases 

stretch and the 
amount of surface 
area. ■ CR
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Hotel sieBen 

(approx. 5km from FN) 

Hauptstrasse 37 
aLLingen

Tel:    +49 (0)7541 60933 
Email:  info@h7s.de 
Web:  http://h7s.de

BaHnHof 
fiscHBacH
Now arriving at the former 
Fischbach railroad station: 
culture, catering and great 
food.

bahnhof fischbach offers creative 
culinary choices in its comfortable 
winter garden. in the summer 
when the sun is shining, the guests 
can take relax in the beer garden 
behind the building.

diners who like it hot can choose a 
black spicy tagliatelle with prawns, 
tomatoes, and Parmesan cheese. 
a 250-gram rib-eye steak is 
flambéed with whiskey and served 
with grilled corn on the cob, stuffed 
baked potatoes, and bbQ sauce.

for american food, try a new york 
hot dog or hamburgers. Only the 
best u.s. beef is used, and the 
burger comes on a homemade 
bread roll. One burger fills you up! 

The winter garden seats 180, while 
the beer garden can house up to 
250 in nice weather. and there’s 
always comfortable seating at the 
bar.

fischbach is only three kilometers 
from the center of friedrichshafen. 
a few local trains still stop at 
station, so it’s a very convenient 
place to visit.

zeppelin museum, friedricHsHafen. 

eat like a local at euroBike
uniQue restaur ants serve 
atmospHere WitH meals 
Friedrichshafen offers many excellent hotels and restaurants.  

The city of about 58,000 inhabitants is located at the border triangle, 

where Germany, Austria, and Switzerland meet. Eurobike visitors 

have no shortage of great restaurants for dining out.

The Eurobike Show Daily 
continues its series on 
special restaurants today and 
tomorrow. Thanks to the City 
of friedrichshafen for providing 
the information. 

Today: Three restaurants 

with unique atmosphere.

Hotel sieBen 
scHWaBen 
Choose from traditional 
Swabian-Baden cuisine, or 
French specialties, at this 
comfortable, three-star hotel 
and restaurant in Ailingen, 
about five kilometers from the 
Friedrichshafen city center.

Hotel sieBen, scHWaBen.

BaHnHof fiscHBacH.

The “classics” include “filettöpfle” 
(fillet pot) à la maison. This dish 
consists of delicate medallions 
of pork and beef in a fine cream 
sauce, served with roasted white 
mushrooms and homemade 
“spätzle.” swabian cuisine is 
represented by a grilled beefsteak 
or a homemade sauerbraten. 

The restaurant does not ignore fish 
specialties. The Lake Constance 
fish plate is offered with whitefish, 
european perch, and pikeperch 
filet, served with a riesling sauce 
and buttered potatoes or rice. 

Those who do not want a hot meal 
can choose the “brotzeit” (special 
snacks), “strammer Max” with 
smoked ham from the black forest 
on savory farmhouse bread with 
cheese au gratin, or oven-fresh 
meat loaf with fried egg. 

Completing the diverse menu 
is a selection of fine wines from 
the Lake Constance region. The 
Heller family and its team also take 
special preferences and wishes 
into account. 

“feast as you wish with tasty 
swabian dishes combined with 
fine creations from classical french 
cuisine,” is the restaurant’s slogan. 
Only market-fresh, seasonal 
produce are used.

BaHnHof 
fiscHBacH

eisenbahnstrasse 15 
friedriCHsHafen-fisCHbaCH

T:   +49 (0)7541 44224 
E:  info@bahnhof-fischbach.de 
W:  http://bahnhof-fischbach.de

A special atmosphere awaits guests 
at the museum’s restaurant on Lake 
Constance, where they can enjoy 
Swabian and other German delicacies 
in a setting infused with history. 

This building has housed a restaurant since 
the harbor station was inaugurated in the 
1930s. The sun terrace is another highlight. 
in sunny weather, guests have a wonderful 
view of the harbor and Lake Constance, 
which invites lingering.

after a busy day at eurobike, enjoy a 
delicious glass of wine or a tasty cocktail 
before having dinner beneath a huge 
model of a zeppelin. The Zeppelin Museum 
restaurant serves swabian onion roast meat 
or grilled entrecote as well as special pork 
loin medallions. 

fish specialties include pikeperch in 
lemongrass butter or lake trout in almond 
butter with fresh thyme. 

for people who are in a hurry but want to 
enjoy some atmosphere with lunch, the 
restaurant offers such daily lunch specials 
as “Pichelsteiner eintopf” (bavarian picnic 
stew) made from Viennese-style boiled beef, 
traditional curry sausage, or a “fitness plate” 
that includes salad and fresh fruits.

zeppelin museum  
restaur ant

seestrasse 22 
88045 friedriCHsHafen

T:   +49 (0)7541 9530088 
W:  http://zeppelinmuseum-restaurant.de

zeppelin museum friedricHsHafen



carBo-loading: magur a’s neW 
gener ation of disc Br akes

The company has jettisoned its 
traditional product names, such as 
gustav, Julie, Louise and Marta, and 
used a more streamlined terminology 
in their places.

 “it was a tough decision we had to 
make after all these years, but we 
made it to show the dawn of a new 
Magura age,” marketing manager götz 
braun said.

The new MT disc brake range offers 
four models: MT8, MT6, MT4, and 
MT2. The top-of-the-range MT8 has 
been in the marketplace since april, 
while the MT6 and MT4 followed in 
June.

at eurobike, Magura is celebrating the 
conclusion of the product rollout with the 
first presentation of the entry-level MT2.

Officials say the MT line is unique 
because it relies on an all-composite 
master cylinder made of a material 
Magura calls “Carbotecture.” 

Carbotecture uses a matrix of short 
carbon and glass fibers, while 
“Carbotecture sL,” used for the 
brake levers, includes medium-length 
carbon fibers. both composites are 
a thermoplastic matrix, made with a 
process that Magura calls “carboflow.” 
The company calls the process “a 
new technological benchmark through 
simultaneous integration of design, 
process and material.” 

Carboflow is manufactured using 
an automated and  “reproducible 
process that allows us to manipulate 
the carbon fibers to a consistently high 
quality,” the company says.

The technology was developed by a 
sister company of Magura under the 
umbrella of their parent company, 
Munz-Magenwirth beteiligungs (Mgb). 
braun said some Mgb companies 
“have some great plastic materials 
processing procedures that includes a 
lot of injection molding technique.”

Magura has also been making 
changes behind the scenes. at the 
end of this year, the company is 
moving production from bad urach, 
germany, to a new building for 
production and logistics in nearby 
Hengen. 

by moving production to Hengen, 
Magura is consolidating its marketing 
and r&d operations at bad urach. 
Magura bike Parts, the company’s 
sales organization that had been in 
Laichingen, also is relocating to bad 
urach.

Magura has also followed the 
international bicycle mantra of being 
close to your customers by opening 
a subsidiary in Taichung, Taiwan, 
in april . Magura-Taiwan is now 
assembling suspension forks and 
disc brakes, while production of rim 
brakes—mostly used by european 
commuter bike brands—remains in 
germany.

Meanwhile, Magura continues to make 
advances with its suspension line.

for 2012, Magura is offering what it 
calls “smoother-than-ever” news, and 
is focusing on stiffness, lightness, and 
easy-to-use features for its suspension 
forks. ■ JB

With the launch of its new generation of disc 

brakes, called MT, German hydraulic brake pioneer 

Magura is bringing “a truckload of news and 

changes,” product manager Stefan Pahl says.

small companies lead 
Big e-Bike innovation

it started in december 2009, when a 
bicycle caused a stir at a un climate 
conference in Copenhagen. it was 
called the Copenhagen wheel, 
and it packed all of the necessary 
components of an e-bike into the 
rear wheel.

This raised the possibility of 
transforming just about any regular 
bike into an e-bike by just swapping 
out the wheel.

but that wasn’t all. The Copenhagen 
wheel was full of other ideas such 

as kers (kinetic energy recovery 
system), which could convert the 
kinetic energy freed while braking 
into power. 

The innovations were perhaps not 
so surprising considering that the 
organization behind the Copenhagen 
wheel was the prestigious Massachu-
setts institute of Technology (MiT).

Meanwhile, Michael Lin, a student 
at MiT, helped to develop a more 
practical version of the Copenhagen 
wheel while working on a doctoral 
degree. He then created a spinoff in 
his home country of Taiwan. 

The bike, which is ready to go into 
production, is called greenwheel. it 
is simpler, including what Lin says is 
only as much as necessary, instead 
of as much as possible.

“My e-wheel is designed to make 
the bicycle easy, not tricky,” he said.

This philosophy proved to be a good 
fit with butch gaudy, the head of 
product management and design 
for MTb Cycletech. 

Perhaps the most remarkable e-bike at Eurobike isn’t in a big brand’s booth. 

Instead, you have to seek out the small company MTB Cycletech. But it’s 

worth the hunt, as the Cycletech GreenWheel is full of innovations. It was 

dreamed up by Taiwan developer Michael Lin and bike designer Butch Gaudy. 

ButcH gaudy at Work 

The greenwheel weighs just under 
6 kg (13 pounds, 4 ounces), and the 
entire MTb Cycletech bike weighs 
under 20 kg (44 pounds). The bike 
uses a 36 V, 5 ah battery that can 
be fully charged in 90 minutes. The 
250 w motor has a top speed of 25 
km/h.

The greenwheel is expected 
to retail for €1,650 and will be 
available in the autumn. it’s proof 
that sometimes the most promising 
innovations come from the little 

companies, not the 
big brands.

■ PH

The u.s. designer, who works in 
switzerland with the company, 
had presented similar concepts at 
design contests in the 1990s, such 
as the simpleCity concept bike with 
a two-gear crankset.

Today the time seems ripe for an 
innovative e-bike system, he said.

“we’re looking for simple 
transportation solutions,” gaudy 
said. “Michael’s green e-wheel 
perfectly complements my 
simple two-gear design. it 
fulfills the basics of cycling—
self-evident and rideable 
without a manual.” 

MTb Cycletech will dis-
tribute greenwheel in 
europe, which could 
prove to be a coup 
for the company 
that is about to 
celebrate its 30th 
anniversary. 
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memBers of tHe magura team (from left): stefan paHl, mattHias 
scHmid, florian steinmetz, claudia mauerer and götz Braun.

tHe magura mt Brake set
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* bus stop.

° bus stops directly in front of the hotel.

Zurich
(SWITZERLAND)

1 Hotel Shuttle  Überlingen – Uhldingen – Immenstaad                      

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Überlingen / Andelshofen Hotel Johanniter Kreuz° 6:54 8:39
Überlingen ZOB* 6:59 8:44
Mühlhofen Hotel Kreuz° 7:12 8:57
Oberuhldingen Marktplatz* 7:18 9:03
Unteruhldingen Meersburgerstraße* 7:21 9:06
Immenstaad Rathaus* 7:37 9:22
Immenstaad Dornier* 7:40 9:25
Fischbach Hotel Maier* 7:43 9:28
Friedrichshafen Hotel Föhr / Albrechtstraße° 7:49 9:34

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:45

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:20

Sat/Sa 03.09. 18:30 

2 Hotel Shuttle  Meersburg – Hagnau

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Meersburg Kirche* 7:33 9:03

Meersburg Sabaheim* 7:35 9:05

Hagnau Mitte* 7:39 9:09

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:30

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:00

Sat/Sa 03.09 18:30 

3 Hotel Shuttle  Salem – Markdorf – Oberteuringen – Ailingen                                        

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Salem Hotel Schwanen° 7:11 8:41

Salem Hotel Recks° 7:16 8:46

Salem Hotel Apfelblüte° 7:18 8:48

Bermatingen Markdorferstraße* 7:23 8:53

Markdorf Bahnhofstraße (Reisebüro Lippmann)* 7:28 8:58

Markdorf Hotel Wirthshof° 7:33 9:03

Markdorf Hotel Letze° 7:35 9:05

Oberteuringen Hotel Adler° 7:41 9:11

Ailingen Hauptstraße* 7:49 9:19

Ailingen Rathaus* 7:51 9:21

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:30

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:05

Sat/Sa 03.09. 18:30 

7

4 Hotel Shuttle  Weingarten – Ravensburg – Meckenbeuren – Buch

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Weingarten Post* 7:17 8:47

Weingarten Charlottenplatz* 7:20 8:50

Weingarten Linse* 7:21 8:51

Ravensburg Marienplatz* 7:30 9:00

Meckenbeuren Hotel Wiesental° 7:42 9:12

Meckenbeuren Buch* 7:43 9:13

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:30

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:00

Sat/Sa 03.09. 18:30 

5 Hotel Shuttle  Wangen – Neukirch – Tettnang                

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Wangen Hotel Waltersbühl° 7:00 8:45

Wangen Bahnhof* 7:05 8:50

Neukirch Rathaus* 7:23 9:08

Tannau* 7:30 9:15

Tettnang Bärenplatz* 7:35 9:20

Tettnang Seestraße* 7:37 9:22

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:45

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:20

Sat/Sa 03.09. 18:30 

6 Hotel Shuttle  Nonnenhorn – Kressbronn

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Nonnenhorn Hotel Zum Torkel° 7:25 8:55

Nonnenhorn Hotel Haus am See° 7:30 9:00

Kressbronn Strandhotel Nonnenhorner Straße° 7:32 9:02

Kressbronn Hauptstraße* 7:35 9:05

Gohren Langenargenerstraße* 7:40 9:10

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:30

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:00

Sat/Sa 03.09. 18:30 

7 Hotel Shuttle  Lindau Island/Insel

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Lindau Bahnhof (Island/Insel)* 7:17 8:47

Lindau Casino/Spielbank* 7:20 8:50

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:30

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost Tour 1 Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09. 18:30 20:00

Sat/Sa 03.09. 18:30 

8 Hotel Shuttle  Neuravensburg – Lindau – Wasserburg    

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Neuravensburg Schwarzenbach* 6:59 8:34

Neuravensburg Gasthof Hirschen° 7:02 8:37

Weißensberg/Rehlings B12* 7:09 8:44

Lindau-Reutin Rathaus* 7:12 8:47

Lindau Berlinerplatz/Lindaupark* 7:14 8:49

Lindau Aeschacher Hof* 7:17 8:52

Bad Schachen Kreuzung Schachenstr./Badstr.* 7:25 9:00

Wasserburg Bahnhof* 7:35 9:10

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:35

Constance/Konstanz

Meersburg

Zurich Airport
(SWITZERLAND)

Friedrichshafen
Airport

Lindau

FN Harbour Station
(Bus & Ferry)

Lake Constance

Bodensee

Friedrichshafen

Arrival 2
Arrival 1

18

Memmingen
Airport

Romanshorn
(SWITZERLAND)

Lake Constance

Harbour Station

Romanshorn
(SWITZERLAND)

Zurich Airport
(SWITZERLAND)

Friedrichshafen

City Centre Station

Constance

Meersburg

FERRY | BODENSEEFÄHRE   Constance/Konstanz – Meersburg

Departure Constance / Abfahrt Konstanz From/Von Till/Bis

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr 00:05 05:05

 05:35 20:50

 21:05 23:05

Sat – Sun / Sa – So 00:05 06:05

 06:35 07:05

 07:35 20:50

 21:05 23:05

Departure/Abfahrt Meersburg From/Von Till/Bis

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr 00:35 05:35

 06:05 21:35

 22:05 00:35

Sat – Sun / Sa – So 00:35 06:35

 07:05 07:35

 08:05 21:35

 22:05 00:35

Duration of the journey approx. 30 min. For a charge. | Fahrzeit ca. 30 min. Kostenpflichtig.

www.bsb-online.com

every/alle 60 min

every/alle 60 min

every/alle 15 min

every/alle 15 min

every/alle 30 min

every/alle 30 min

every/alle 30 min

every/alle 60 min

every/alle 60 min

every/alle 15 min

every/alle 15 min

every/alle 30 min

every/alle 30 min

every/alle 30 min

FERRY | BODENSEEFÄHRE   Romanshorn – Friedrichshafen

Departure/Abfahrt Romanshorn  From/Von  Till/Bis

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr 05:36 21:36

Sat / Sa 07:36 21:36

Sun / So 07:36 20:36

Departure/Abfahrt Friedrichshafen Ferry Station / Hafen

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr 05:41 20:41 22:41

Sat / Sa 07:41 20:41 22:41

Sun / So 07:41 20:41

Duration of the journey approx. 41 min. For a charge. | Fahrzeit ca. 41 min. Kostenpflichtig.

Info: T +49 (0) 75 41 923 83 89, faehre@bsb-online.com, www.bsb-online.com 

*except /ausgenommen 21:41

every/alle
60 min

every/alle
60 min*

8 Hotel Shuttle  Neuravensburg – Lindau – Wasserburg    

Bus Stop / Haltestelle Tour 1 Tour 2

Neuravensburg Schwarzenbach* 6:59 8:34

Neuravensburg Gasthof Hirschen° 7:02 8:37

Weißensberg/Rehlings B12* 7:09 8:44

Lindau-Reutin Rathaus* 7:12 8:47

Lindau Berlinerplatz/Lindaupark* 7:14 8:49

Lindau Aeschacher Hof* 7:17 8:52

Bad Schachen Kreuzung Schachenstr./Badstr.* 7:25 9:00

Wasserburg Bahnhof* 7:35 9:10

Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost 8:00 9:35

Departure Zurich Airport  

30.8.  8:00  9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00

31.8. 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 10:00 11:00 

01.9. – 02.9. 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:30  11:00 

03.9.  8:00  9:00 

Departure Eurobike (Entrance West)

30.8.      19:00

31.8.   16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00

01.9. – 02.9. 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00

03.9. 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 17:30

Bus will carry the labels ‘Eurobike’ and ‘Strauss Reisen’. Journey: ca. 2 hours.

BOOKING:

- During Eurobike: Info Desk, Foyer West.
- Advance: http://eurobike-show.de/bus-en/

ZURICH Airport - Eurobike (Entrance West)

MEMMINGEN Airport - Eurobike (Entrance East)

Departure Memmingen Airport  

31.8. – 03.9. 08:30 10:30 15:30 17:00

Departure Eurobike (Entrance East)

31.8. – 03.9. 07:30 09:30 13:00 16:00 18:30

The bus will carry the labels ‘Eurobike’ and ‘Memmingen’. Journey: ca. 1 hour.

BOOKING:

- During Eurobike: Info Desk, Foyer East.
- Advance: http://eurobike-show.de/bus-en/

* Saturday, September 3rd. No booking required.

18 Airport Express  AIRPORT FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 

Bus Stop / Haltestelle From/Von Till/Bis

Airport / Flughafen 8:15 (8:47*) 19:15 (18:47*)

EUROBIKE Entrance East/Eingang Ost 8:23 (8:55*) 19:23 (18:55*)

Departure / Abfahrt 

EUROBIKE Entrance East/Eingang Ost 8:25 (8:57*) 19:25 (18:57*)

Airport / Flughafen 8:33 (9:05*) 19:33 (19:05*)

Time/Takt
:15/:47

Time/Takt
:25/:57

FRIEDRICHSHAFEN Airport - Eurobike (Entrance East)

Whether you're arriving in Friedrichshafen by plane, 

ship or train, Eurobike offers many shuttles that 

bring you to the international hub of the bicycle world 

at Messe Friedrichshafen, and back again.

tr ansport guide
euroBike commuter services

Hotel sHuttles
no stress and no cost
Take your time at breakfast. The Eurobike hotel shuttle 
will pick you up at your hotel, or close by. Ten shuttle lines 
connect the region between Bregenz, Austria, in the east; 
Überlingen, Germany, in the west; and Ravensburg, Germany 
in the north. There's no easier way to get to the show!

free rental Bikes

During Eurobike a total of 300 
rental bikes will be available 
at various locations — and 
they're free!

Visitors and exhibitors can make their 
way to the exhibition center easily and 
quickly. and what could be a more 
fitting way of arriving at the world's 
biggest bicycle show? in the evening, 
it’s easy to get back to their starting 
point. get in the eurobike mode before 
you even reach the center. and the best 
thing about the bike rental service: it’s 
free. for more details, see  
http://eurobike-show.com/eb-en/travel-
accommodation/travel-bike.php.

rental process
Call the rental Hotline (24-hours daily 
from aug. 31 to sep. 3):  
+49 30 69205046.  

 a credit card is required when booking. 
you'lll receive a code to open a bicycle's 
lock. Off you go!

rental stations
- exhibition grounds entrance west 
 (staffed, open all day); 
- Hymer City; 
- Camping Park; 
- exhibition grounds entrance east; 
- City Centre Train & bus station; 
- Harbour ferry & bus station; 
- fn airport at db-stop; 
- several hotels

airport & tr ain/
ferry sHuttles

At left is a table for bus 
shuttles running from 
Memmingen Airport, Zurich 
Airport and Friedrichshafen 
Airport to Eurobike and back.

ferry services
You can also reach Eurobike 
by ferry across beautiful Lake 
Constance.

The Lake Constance ferry ("boden-
seefähre") connects konstanz, 
southwest of Lake Constance, with 
Meersburg, east of friedrichshafen. Or 
you take the catamaran from konstanz 
directly to friedrichshafen. finally 
there is also a connection between 
romanshorn, switzerland, south of 
Lake Constance, to friedrichshafen. 
below are the schedules.

friday: after-
party sHuttle

Why worry about how to get 
back to the hotel when you'd 
rather be partying?

relax. On friday, sept. 2, eurobike 
organizes a free after Party shuttle 
service. There will be four bus routes: 
überlingen, Oberteuringen, weingarten 
and bregenz, austria. shuttles start at 
0:30 from entry west.



not Just ‘Bicycles 
WitH Hinges’
unfolding tHe future of 
folding Bikes

Ninety percent of consumers in most countries 

choose not to use bicycles. Folding bicycles, which 

have been marketed since the 1960s, are a niche 

within this niche. Since most people believe cycling 

is simply not for them, folding bikes don’t even 

appear on their radar screens.

market for the past 30 years are 
also benefitting from the new 
image of the bicycle as something 
that is efficient rather than 
embarrassing. 

There has been relatively little 
innovation in folding bikes, but 
improvements in bicycle parts, 
processes and weight savings 
have made folding bikes lighter, 
better and profitable. Most folding 
bicycles are still generic “fold-in-
half” commodities with 30-year-old 
designs. 

but with small engineering tweaks, 
skillful branding, new color 
schemes and extensive marketing, 
they have increased sales year on 
year.

The future is bright for bicycles, 
and for the folding bike niche in 
particular. folding bikes offer all 
the benefits of full-sized bikes, plus 
take-it-with-you portability. 

This opens up the ability to 
combine bus and train intercity 
speeds with door-to-door 
convenience and theft-proof, 
indoor storage.  

However, to capture the public’s 
expectations of style and innova-
tion—what the car industry has 
been selling for years—the design 
of folding bikes needs to go 
beyond “bicycles with hinges,” to 
appealing, aspirational products. 

automatic folding car roofs 
show what is possible. They are 
completely user-focused with 
hidden advanced engineering that 
just works and looks good, without 
compromises. 

stylish, light, portable, clean, 
chainless, spoke-less, user-friendly, 
“apple-like” folding bikes are finally 
beginning to appear. and with 
suitably advanced engineering, the 
only limitation is imagination. watch 
as their future unfolds.

■ MARK SANDERS 
is a PrOduCT and biCyCLe designer 
and VisiTing LeCTurer aT iMPeriaL 

COLLege and THe rOyaL COLLege Of 
arT. His award-winning PrOduCTs 

seLL gLObaLLy.  
HTTP://Mas-design.COM

Oddly, folding bikes once were 
advertised as an accessory for the 
car—a sort of range extender, with 
the key benefit that they “fit in the 
boot/trunk”!

in the heady years when advertis-
ing agencies marketed cars as 
agents of “personal freedom,” 
the only aspirational step up from 
the car was a private airplane, as 
illustrated by a rare 1960s german 
advertisement for a raleigh folding 
bike.

Today, the idealistic 60s image of 
cars bringing “personal freedom for 
all” feels outdated, when 20-minute 
journeys become three-hour 
nightmares of congestion, costs 
and frustration. 

raleigH rsW compact 
advertisement, circa 1966.

mercedes slk advertisement, circa 1996.

enter the bicycle, which has 
returned as a logical tool for 
personal urban transport—a real 
“human amplifier.” a small but 
growing minority of people who 
can afford a car are now choosing 
to use bicycles for transport. 

This is great news for bicycle 
makers, as an alternative to fighting 
for a slice of enthusiasts’ easy 
money. and folding bikemakers 
who have held on to their mostly 
enthusiast and tiny slice of the 



ecf puts out Welcome mat 
for ‘cycling industry cluB’

Combining the might of the bicycle 
business with the eCf has been an 
ambition for some time. at last year’s 
eurobike, CeOs of several leading 
international companies agreed to 
form an eCf Cycling industry Club.

Companies involved include the 
accell group, dT swiss, 
schwalbe, selle royal, 
sraM, Trek and Trelock. 
Last night’s meeting 
sought to make the 
Cycling industry Club 
a reality, with its aim to 
review eCf’s lobbying and 
promotional activities and 
to propose new projects 
for europe. 

strengthening ties between 
the industry and advocacy 
groups is in the best 
interests of all parties, 
members said. “Having a 
strong, high-quality global 
bicycle industry is central 
to ensuring a high standard of 
products globally,” said Manfred 
neun, president of the eCf.

stan day, the CeO of sraM, invited 
other companies to join.

“we need strong cycling 
advocacy on all levels, from 
local to international. eCf is 
leading advocacy in brussels 
and developing advocacy 
leaders in growing markets,” 
he said.  

accell CeO rené Takens 
also applauded the eCf’s 
efforts.

“The eCf has achieved 
substantial progress. 
The eu now funds 
projects to realize the 
completion of the 
long-distance cycling 
network, euroVelo,” 
Takens said. “and 
thanks to eCf, 
cycling gained an 

unprecedented global 
voice this year at the 
international Transport 
forum of 52 transport 
ministers.” 

accell and sraM have been significant 
sponsors of recent eCf projects.

The eCf represents the interests of 
bicycle users. based in brussels, 
the eCf has more than 60 member 
organizations in 40 countries. The 
group advocates for better cycling 
policies and sponsors such programs 
as euroVelo, the european cycle route 
network, “scientists for Cycling,” “Cities 
for Cyclists,” and the Velo-city and 
Velo-city global conferences.

eCf officials said cyclists need 
state-of-the-art products. forging 
stronger links between bicycle 
user groups like the eCf and 
the industry will spur the 
development of new products. 
a healthy bicycle industry is in 
eCf’s best interests. 

Likewise, the lobbying and 
promotional work done by the 
eCf and its member organizations 
lead to more cycling  infrastructure 
and better facilities and conditions  
for cyclists, benefitting the bicycle 
industry. Pro-cycling policies will 
translate to more people cycling more 
often and ultimately boost bicycle sales.

eCf officials said their advocacy efforts 
are even more important in these times 
of government austerity.

Leading industry representatives and the European 

Cyclists’ Federation (ECF) gathered at Eurobike last night 

to form the “Cycling Industry Club” and discuss ways of 

advancing pro-bicycle policies across Europe.

pedaled sales manager takuJi 
HosHino (left) and founder 

Hideto suzuki.

a5-401

Along with ther familiar 

brands at the Selle Royal 

booth such as Fizik, Brooks 

and Crank Brothers, and, of 

course, Selle Royal, there’s 

an interesting new name 

that has joined the interna-

tional family of brands.

The brand is Pedaled, a youth-
oriented, casual lifestyle apparel 
brand produced by the Japanese 
company Hide & Mc, inc., of Tokyo.

after seeing Pedaled at its eurobike 
debut last year, the management 
team of brooks england was keen 
to form a partnership with Hideto 
suzuki, the founder, CeO and chief 
designer of Pedaled.

“i hate to wear plastic tights and 
jerseys. i want casual, loose stuff 
made from natural materials that i 
can continue to wear after my ride 
into the office, and keep on during 
the day,” suzuki said.

suzuki said he most admires a 
certain type of denim. “Japanese 
denim from Okayama is a cult,” he 
said. “it’s different because it uses 
traditional production techniques 
that have long been abandoned 
elsewhere.”

pedaled pedals 
onto gloBal 
stage WitH selle royal

brooks is a traditional brand that 
focuses on the lifestyle aspect of 
cycling, which led it to invest in 
Pedaled. as part of their partner-
ship, brooks will handle sales and 
distribution for the Japanese brand 
in the global market. suzuki and 
Pedaled sales manager Takuji 
Hoshino, the people behind Hide & 
Mc, inc., will concentrate on their 
home market of Japan.

Pedaled’s first global collection, on 
display here at eurobike, concen-
trates on apparel made from natural 
materials. all Pedaled products are 
made in Japan, and suzuki focused 
on keeping prices down.

■ JB

stefan scHWanitz of cHemnitz 
tecHnical university and 
storck gm markus storck 
introduce tHe “voltist”.

a3-100

Wondering about that futuristic bike at the Storck 

booth? It’s a sporty electrified urban mobility bike 

called Voltist.

“with this prototype we’re focusing on 
a younger target group than the older 
people currently buying e-bikes. This 
model is different from the image of 
today’s e-bikes,” says company boss 
Markus storck.

The bike was developed in coopera-
tion with the Technical university of 
Chemnitz with government assistance. 
The most outstanding feature is the 
“one frame fits all sizes” concept, 
which stefan schwanitz of university 
Chemnitz calls “Multi size Concept”: 
“we offer this carbon frame with two 
seat domes that allows to fit riders 
ranging in height from 155 to 195 cm.” 

voltist By storck: 
one size fits all

not only can the frame be adjusted 
for height but also in length thanks to 
a unique headset mounting. storck is 
proud that “we have now a ‘one size 
fits all’ carbon frame that makes it 
much easier for mass production. we 
plan to go into first series production 
in nine to twelve months and hope for 
large volume production one day”. 

The battery of this sporty urban 
mobility concept bike is hidden in the 
frame. “we plan to use an ‘up to 25 
km/h’ motor. but it could be easily 
equipped later with an ‘up to 45 km/h’ 
so the Voltist would enter the fast 
e-bike class,” said storck. ■ JB

ecf president 
manfred neun 

(left) and 
accell group 
ceo ceo rené 

takens.

“governments will continue to fund 
transportation at some level even in 
shrinking economies,” said bernhard 
ensink, secretary general of the eCf.

“Our job is to show that the smartest 
use of limited transportation funds is to 
fund cycling as an essential part of a 
modern, sustainable transport system.” 

Companies interested in joining the 
Cycle industry Club should 

contact neun or ensink 
at their eurobike booth, 
by email to b.ensink@
ecf.com or by calling 
+32 479 837 905.

fW202
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friedricHsHafen tourist guide
01 PALACE CHURCH (SCHLOSSKIRCHE) 
The palace church - with two 55m high domed towers made from Rorschach 

sandstone - is the city's landmark. VISITING HOURS: Easter to mid Oct. 09:00-

18:00. Closed: Wed. from 14:30, Fri. until 11:00, mostly Sat. &  Sun. mornings and 

during wedding ceremonies.  

INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 21308. 

01 PALACE (SCHLOSS) 
The palace is now the residence of Friedrich Duke of Württemberg (no inside 

viewing possible). 

02 DUKE ZEPPELIN HOUSE (GRAF-ZEPPELIN-HAUS) 
Culture and Congress Centre. INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 2880. Web: www.gzh.de. 

03 SCHOOL MUSEUM (SCHULMUSEUM) 
From convent schools to modern schools - more than 1,000 years of school 

history. OPEN: Apr. to Oct. Mon.-Sun. 10:00-17:00. Nov. to Mar. Tue.-Sun. 

14:00-17:00. 

INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 32622. Web: www.schulmuseum-fn.de. 

04 LAKESIDE PROMENADE (UFERPROMENADE) 
Attractive lakeside promenade looking out on Lake Constance. 

05 POST OFFICE (POSTAMT) 

06 ZEPPELIN MEMORIAL (ZEPPELIN-DENKMAL) 
Monument created by the sculptor Prof. Toni Schneider-Manzell.  

07 CITY CENTRE STATION (STADTBAHNHOF) 
Trains and busses. 

08 TOURIST INFO (TOURIST-INFORMATION) 
OPEN: Apr. & Oct. Mon.-Thu. 09:00-12:00 & 14:00-17:00. Fri. 09:00-12:00. 

May-Jun. & Sep. Mon.-Fri. 09:00-12:00 & 13:00-18:00. Sat. 09:00-13:00.  

Jul.-Aug. Mon.-Fri. 09:00-18:00. Sat. 09:00-13:00.  

Nov.-Mar.. Mon.-Thu. 09:00-12:00 & 14:00-16:00. Fri. 09:00-12:00. 

INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 30010. Web: www.friedrichshafen.info. 

09 ZEPPELIN FOUNTAIN (ZEPPELIN-BRUNNEN) 
In the year 2000 (the 100th anniversary of the Zeppelin), the fountain was 

reconstructed according to the original one built in 1909. 

10 MUSIC PAVILION (MUSIKMUSCHEL) 
Venue for promenade concerts during the summer months, 

mostly Wednesdays at 20:00 and Sundays at 10:30. 

INFO: Duke Zeppelin House (Graf-Zeppelin-Haus). 

Tel. +49 (0)7541 2880. Web: www.gzh.de. 

11 BOAT OF SOUNDS (KLANGSCHIFF) 
After its long journey to Sarajevo (the twin town of Friedrichshafen), the Boat Of 

Sounds (created by the Breisgau artist Helmut Lutz) finally dropped anchor here. 

12 BOAT RENTAL (BOOTSVERMIETUNG) 
Rent electric boats, motor boats, rowing boats and pedal boats. 

INFO: Boat Rental Christiane (Bootsvermietung Christiane): 

Tel. +49 (0)160 2501606. Web: www.bootsvermietung-christiane.de. 

Boat Rental Fluck (Bootsvermietung Fluck): Tel. +49 (0)171 6509249. 

Web: www.bootsvermietung-friedrichshafen.vpweb.de. 

13 PANORAMIC DISPLAY BOARD (PANORAMATAFEL) 
The alpine panorama at a glance. On a 4-metre viewing board along the 

promenade you can see a panoramic view from the Rätikon mountains all the way 

to the Bernese Alps. 

14 NICOLAS CHURCH (ST.-NIKOLAUS-KIRCHE) 
The Nicolas Church was first mentioned as a chapel in 1325. Destroyed during in 

1944 at the end of World War II, the church was reconstructed between 1946 and 

1949. The present interior design is from 1987. 

15 TOWN HALL (RATHAUS) 
Right in the centre of town, the Town Hall was newly built between 1953 and 1956 

by the architects Tiedje & Kresse. 

16 BUCHHORN FOUNTAIN (BUCHHORN-BRUNNEN) 
Designed by the artist couple Rumpf, the stylized beech tree (together with a horn 

lying in the fountain basin) symbolizes the word "Buchhorn", the former name of 

Friedrichshafen. 

17 BOAT TRIPS (RUNDFAHRTEN) 
From May to September. INFO: Seeschwalbe Boat Trips (Seeschwalbe 

Rundfahrten): Tel. +49 (0)170 3457430. Web: www.rundfahrtenschiff-seeschwalbe.

de. 

18 VIEWPOINT TOWER (MOLETURM) 
Enjoy the unique panoramic view over Lake Constance and the Alps from the 

22-metre viewpoint tower at the boat harbour. A panorama display board gives you 

a detailed overview. 

19 K42 MEDIA & BUSINESS HSE. (MEDIEN- & GESCHÄFT-

SHAUS) 
Town library with focus on new media, cabaret stage. 

20 BOATS, FERRIES & CATAMAR HARBOUR 
(HAFEN FÜR SCHIFFE, FÄHREN UND KATAMARANS) 
Round trips and regular routes during the season. Ferry service to Romanshorn 

and Catamaran service to Constance all year round. 

INFO: Lake Constance Boating Companies Travel Centre 

(Bodensee-Schiffsbetriebe Reisezentrum): 

Tel. +49 (0)7541 9238389. Web: www.bsb.de. 

Catamaran Operator Lake Constance (Katamaran-Reederei Bodensee): 

Tel. +49 (0)7541 9710900. Web: www.der-katamaran.de. 

21 ZEPPELIN MUSEUM (ZEPPELIN MUSEUM) 
The world's largest exhibition on the history of airship navigation as well as an 

important collection on art in Southern Germany. 

OPEN: May. to Oct. Mon.-Sun. 09:00-17:00. Nov. to Apr. Tue.-Sun. 10:00-17:00. 

INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 38010. Web: www.zeppelin-museum.de. 

22 HARBOUR STATION (HAFENBAHNHOF) 
Ferries and buses. 

23 ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE (VOLKSHOCHSCHULE)

Further addresses (not indicated on town centre map) ... 
 

A. Lake Constance Centre & Cinema (Bodensee Center & Kino): 

Meistershofener-Str. 14. Web: www.bodensee-center.de. 

B. Dornier Museum Friedrichshafen (Dornier Museum Friedrichshafen): 

100 years of fascinating aviation and aerospace industry. 

Claude-Dornier-Platz 1. Tel: +49 (0)7541 4873600. Web: www.dorniermuseum.de. 

C. Lake Constance Airport Friedrichshafen (Bodensee Flughafen Friedrichshafen): 

Am Flugplatz 64. Tel: +49 (0)7541 28401. Web: www.fly-away.de.
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WORLD'S TWO TOP CYCLE SHOWS
. . . one special pack age price!

advertisers indeX

01 Messingschlager

02 selle san Marco

03 sr suntour

04 sQ Lab

05 Vaude

06 Joy/dienatronic

07 Taya Chain

08 wellgo

15 720armour

09 smart

10 super b

11 kind shock

12 Pletscher

13 shimano

14 Cannondale Csg

15 Chosen

11 Las Helmet

16 HL Corp Taiwan

16 Ming Cycle

17 fallbrook Tech

18 Cat eye

20 T-One r&d

20 Trigon

21 Cratoni

22 giant

23 Tektro

25 TranzX

26 Thun

27 a-Pro

28 HL China

29 HL China

30 bosch

31 Crops

33 Velo

34 schwalbe

35 s-sun

37 Clean Mobile

39 Taipei Cycle

40 alex

41 dahon

42 TaiTra

43 neco

45 bMC

47 sks

49 rTi/Topeak

51 airace

52 Tern

EUROBIKE and TAIPEI CYCLE  
are the world’s #1 and #2 bicycle 
industry trade shows respectively.  
with bike show daily, you can now 
project your marketing message  
at both exhibitions.

book an advertising package for both the 2012 
EUROBIKE & TAIPEI CYCLE show daily,  

and get a 15% DISCOUNT. for details, contact 
sales@bikeshowdaily.com.

Here is tHe deal …



presenting tHe actinum 
9500, gHost’s top 29er model: 

sales rep BernaHrd Watzke

B1-400

One of the many European 

bicycle brands jumping 

onto the 29er bandwagon is 

Ghost Bike, a German brand 

owned by Accell Group of the 

Netherlands. 

The first ghost-branded actinum 
series 29ers were ready for testing at 
yesterday’s eurobike demo day. 

according to sales rep bernhard 
watzke “for 2012 we’re offering three 
29er hardtail models with aluminum 
frames.” 

The actinum 7000 will be offered at a 
killer price of 999 euro. The actinum 
9000 costs 1,499 euro and actinum 
9500 is 1.799 euro. 

“Our top-29er is an XT model,” said 
watzke. ■ JB

flyer rolls out more 
poWerful 36v models

according to Prösl it will be offered in 
25km/h and 45 km/h versions (for the 
so-called fast e-bike class).

flyer’s entire sports r-series will be 
quipped with the new 36V-system. 
Moreover the brand’s “flyer Cargo” 
cargo bike is now ready to go. it can 
carry a total weight of 160 kg and is 

gHost Bike  
sHoWs its 
first 29ers

Swiss e-bike pioneer Biketec AG is debuting its first 36V 

pedelecs for season 2012. Up to now the company’s Flyer brand 

was equipped only with Panasonic’s 26V system. 

“Panasonic’s 26-V system is a well-proven 
e-bike kit we use for our entire rental fleet 
and will continue to use. bike renters can 
charge the batteries at rental stations 
so distance is not an issue,” states flyer 
manager Matthias Prösl, who is responsible 
for the german market. The 36V-system 
with integrated speed-sensor offers a more 
dynamic ride and lasts for longer distances. 

mattHias prösl WitH tHe panasoni
36v-system eQuipped flyer cargo tHat is

noW rolling into tHe market

fgo-406

also equipped with Panasonic’s e-bike 
kit with 36V-system and integrated 
speed-sensor.

Last but not least biketec announced – 
due to the strong swiss currency – price 
increases for their products. “actually 
we thought about this a year ago but we 
thought the problem would not last. but 
then the swiss currency skyrocketed so 
we had no choice,” states Prösl. nev-
ertheless the price difference between 
a 26V- and 36V-system equipped flyer 
isn’t that much, assures Prösl. ■ JB




